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Subsea Test Tools
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NEWS
COMPANY NEWS

D E C O M M I S S I O N I N G • FA U LT- F I N D I N G • C O N S T R U C T I O N

C-Kore automates the entire testing process,
achieving significant cost savings. It’s safe for
use on all subsea infrastructure, giving you
better data much faster.

SILLIMANITE

Insulation Resistance

l AquaTerra has acquired the trade
and assets of subsea engineering
and technology business SETS.

Subsea TDR
Pressure

Formed in 2011, SETS is a
focused primarily on conductor
inspection and integrity, repair and
maintenance. The company designs,
manufactures and implements
remotely operated tooling to
facilitate conductor cleaning and
inspection, and repair clamp and
shim installation.

Sensor Monitor

Sillimanite

Tel: +44 (0)1904 215161 • Email: sales@C-Kore.com

l Aberdeen-based Load
Monitoring Systems (LMS) and
Edinburgh-based WFS Technologies
(WFS) have teamed up to drive
growth and innovation in the subsea
sector.

Wintershall Noordzee has successfully
started gas production from its
Sillimanite field. Discovered in
June 2015, the unitised gas field
stretches across the UK and the Dutch
Continental Shelves and is located
approximately 200km off the coast of
Den Helder.

Thanks to a recently signed
agreement, WFS has upgraded its
range of Seatooth SmartShackles
with LMS shackles to deliver a range
of wireless load monitoring solutions
for the subsea market.

Wintershall Noordzee has, for the
second time, recycled the topside of
its recently decommissioned E18-A
platform, formerly P14-A topside, in
the Sillimanite project.

The relationship between the two
companies combines LMS’s subsea
load measurement and monitoring
equipment with WFS’s subsea
communications products to create
intelligent Subsea measurement and
monitoring solutions.

“As part of our sustainability
programme, we pay highest attention
to the re-use of offshore platforms
where the production has ceased. In
this way, we can further improve our
company’s environmental footprint
and at the same time keep our
operations cost-efficient.

l Energy services group Hunting
has acquired Enpro Subsea for
$33 million.

Giving this platform topside a third
life, now at Sillimanite is a bestcase example for our industry”, said
Dijkgraaf. “In addition, Sillimanite will
be monitored 24/7 from the Remote-
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Control Operations Center in Den
Helder. This enables us to make our
operations even leaner. The project
was delivered safely, within just 16
months from the investment decision”,
concludes Dijkgraaf.
“We have a diverse project pipeline in
the Southern North Sea ahead of us!
With the Dutch Rembrandt/Vermeer
oil developments we plan another
exciting project. We are currently in
the Define Phase and we plan for the
final investment decision late 2020.
Additionally, we are also evaluating the
development potential of the Greater
Ravn Area in Denmark”, says Dijkgraaf.
The development concept for
Rembrandt/Vermeer will be a proven
Southern North Sea type shallow water
installation. On Vermeer, an integrated
wellhead, process, utility and living
quarters platform on top of a subsea
storage tank as well as an offloading
installation for oil export with shuttle
tankers will be built. On Rembrandt, a
normally unmanned wellhead platform
with minimal facilities is planned.

www.c - kore.com

ULTRADEEP ALTIMETER
Impact Subsea has added a new Altimeter to its existing range
of Altimeters: the ISA500-11K. One of the key differences
between this and almost all other underwater Altimeters
today, is that it is rated to work at 11 000m ocean depth.

The ISA500-11K Ultradeep Altimeter
"It is designed primarily for the scientific market to
assist extremely deep projects such as Marianas trench
expeditions," said Ben Grant, Managing Director, Impact
Subsea. "To date there has been minimal options available for
measuring height off the seabed at such depths. The ISA500
11K offers a long-range measurement capability (of 120 m)
together with extremely high accuracy (of 1mm).
An altimeter measures the height off the seabed (as opposed
to a depth sensor that records the depth below the surface).
Using an Altimeter alongside a Depth Sensor enables precision
height/Altitude measurement once you are 120 meters or so
from the seabed.

"Developing such a sensor is a reasonable technical challenge,"
said Grant "Aside from purely withstanding the pressure, the
sensor requires to be able to transmit an acoustic pulse and
also be able to receive its return again. At the ISA500-11K’s
heart is a newly developed transducer that is designed to be
able resonate at the very high pressures and receive back
acoustic transmissions.
"One of the problems with dealing with the 1100bar pressure
is to design a housing to withstand the pressure while
maintaining a small form factor. Our housing was fully designed
and simulated in software. Stress analysis was conducted on
the design prior to moving to manufacture. The first sensors
were then built and pressure tested to back up the theoretical
modelling with a real-world test.
"In order to withstand the pressure, the standard 6000m rated
ISA500 sensor was modified with a new transducer, larger
internal bulkhead, new connector endcap and connector.
The same electronics, firmware and topside software were
maintained from the standard ISA500 range of Altimeters. All
the design and manufacture was conducted in the UK.
The new Altimeter can detect the seabed at up to 120m away,
to millimetre accuracy. The sensor also has integrated heading
pitch and roll built into it to enable multiple sensors to be
provided in a compact housing.
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MOORING LINES FOR LIZA UNITY FPSO
Deepwater mooring rope
manufacturer, Lankhorst Offshore,
has been awarded a contract by SBM
Offshore to supply the deepwater
mooring lines for the Liza Unity
Floating Production Storage and
Offloading (FPSO) for ExxonMobil’s
Liza oil field offshore Guyana, South
America.
This follows the successful deployment
of Lankhorst mooring lines for the Liza
Destiny FPSO mooring system also in
the Liza field.
The Liza Unity FPSO will be spread
moored at a water depth of 1600m
with 20 Cabral 512 deepwater mooring
lines with a minimum breaking
strength of 12,300 kN.
Each mooring line measures 2,320m
in length, totalling 46,400m. When
deployed the mooring line will
comprise a chain top segment,
polyester rope middle segment and
chain bottom segment, connected to a
suction pile anchor.
The ABS class approved Cabral 512
rope construction features a specially
designed filter, preventing ingress of
sand while the mooring lines are prelaid on the seabed ahead of the Liza
Unity FPSO arriving on station.
The Liza Unity is based on SBM
Offshore’s Fast4Ward FPSO
design. For these two Liza FPSOs,
Lankhorst Offshore has developed a
‘standardised’ deepwater mooring
model to reduce lead times.
In addition to reducing the number
of shipping reels by loading longer
mooring line lengths or multiple
segments on each reel, Lankhorst has
also introduced reusable shipping rope
reels/cradles which can be returned
to its manufacturing facilities. These
enable a more sustainable supply of
deepwater mooring lines.
The Liza Unity mooring lines will reuse
the 16 shipping reels returned from
the Liza Destiny mooring.

Liza Unity Image: SBM Offshore
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SKOGUL
The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate has granted
consent for start-up of the Skogul field in the North Sea.
Skogul was proven in 2010 and the development plan
was approved in early 2018. Recoverable resources
have been put at an estimated 1.5 million standard
cubic metres of oil (9.4 million bbls), making Skogul
one of the smallest on the Norwegian shelf. The field
will be developed with a subsea template tied-in to the
Alvheim FPSO via the Vilje field.
Operator Aker BP plans start-up in March 2020 with
estimated costs of approximately NOK 1.5 billion.
“Skogul contributes to good resource exploitation in the
Alvheim area. The project serves as an example that
even small fields can create value,” says Arvid Østhus,
the NPD’s assistant director for development and
operations in the North Sea.
The licensees for the Alvheim field received the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate’s IOR award in 2018
for use of newly developed technology, sharing of data
and the ability to see and develop a larger area as one
overall unit.
An exploration programme near the Alvheim field has
resulted in new discoveries, several of which have been
developed.
These fields have contributed to the reserves in the
Alvheim area being more than doubled compared
to the estimates in the plan for development and
operation originally approved in 2004.

Skogul field
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VOX AMALIA

FIRST JOB FOR VOX AMALIA
Van Oord's trailing suction hopper dredger Vox Amalia successfully started its first project. At Den
Helder, the Netherlands, the brand-new vessel is reinforcing the coastline by placing more than 3.5
million cubic metres of sand in a deep trench just off the coast. The contract was awarded by Rijkswaterstaat, the operational arm of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure & Water Management.
The trailing suction hopper dredger has a length of 158m, a width of 36 metres and a load capacity of
18 000m3. The vessel was built in Spain on the instructions of Van Oord and is used for land reclamation, constructing or expanding port infrastructure and coastal reinforcement. In the next few weeks,
the Vox Amalia can be admired from the North Holland beach and the dunes near Den Helder.
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NORMAND CLIPPER

NEW FRONTIER PROJECT SUPPORT
• Remote location project planning to execution
• Simultaneous ROV operations to 6,000m
• Continuous and complex lifting operations
• Routine operations managing multiple
umbilicals and lift lines

• Enhanced seabed operation,
intervention and excavation

Normand Clipper

Global Offshore, a provider of cable installation, repair
and trenching services to the offshore renewables,
utilities and oil and gas markets, is adding the
Normand Clipper offshore installation and construction
vessel, to their fleet. The vessel, on long-term charter
from Solstad Offshore, will be operational within the
first quarter of this year.
The Normand Clipper is currently being fitted with a
4000t cable carousel, two 15t cable tensioners, a 25t
quadrant deployment frame and a fully integrated
control system, and will be capable of operating in an
increased operational window of significant wave height
up to 3m.
The large open back deck will allow for full lengths
of constructed CPS to be stored, facilitating a shorter
operational turnaround for customers, and installing up
to three inter array cables per day.
After upgrade, the DP2 vessel offers flexibility across
industries, being able to work within, and mobilise
quickly between, offshore renewables, oil and gas,
power as well as telecommunications installations and
repairs.

WOOD WINS ANCHOR

Wood has been contracted for the multimillion-dollar engineering
design for Chevron’s Anchor deepwater development in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The scope of the project included the preliminary, front end
engineering and design (Pre-FEED), FEED and now entails detailed
design of Anchor, a wet tree development that will employ a semisubmersible floating production unit (semi-FPU). This marks the
industry’s first deepwater high-pressure development to achieve a
final investment decision.
The project will be led by Wood’s engineering teams in Houston,
Texas, with the
contract awarded
under an existing 10year master services
agreement (MSA)
with Chevron.

Anchor deepwater development
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NEXANS WINS MARJAN
Nexans will supply 180km of 230kV cables for the offshore Marjan
increment development mega-project on the eastern coast of the
Arabian Gulf.
Discovered in 1967, the Marjan field is one of the oldest and
biggest offshore oil and gas fields in the Arabian Gulf. It is currently
undergoing expansion under the Marjan Increment Programme
announced in 2017.
Nexans will supply two lengths of 90 km of 230kV HVAC three-core
submarine power cables with an internal fiber optical element.
Nexans is one of the very few suppliers in the world capable to
manufacture, test, store, transport and install such very long
length cables in one complete segment without the need for
offshore joints.
The composite submarine cables for the link will be produced by
Nexans Norway plant in Halden, while the fibre optical cable will
be produced at Nexans Norway specialised factory in Rognan.
Cable installation is expected to commence in February 2022.
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NORTH OF ENGLAND EVENING MEETING

HIGH PERFORMANCE COATINGS FOR CORROSION
PROTECTION IN SUBSEA UNDERWATER AND OFFSHORE
ENVIRONMENTS
Department of Marine Technology, Armstrong Building, Newcastle University
Wednesday 29th January 2020 By Elizabeth Waterman, PDL Solutions Ltd
The first evening meeting of 2020
gave the North of England SUT branch
an insight into marine coatings. Bas
Hesselink who is Segment Manager
for Oil & Gas and PFP at AkzoNobel;
started with an overview of the
company. AkzoNobel is a global paint
and coatings company which includes
the ‘International’ brand, along with
household names such as ‘Dulux’.

Bas explained the importance of
understanding the lifecycle of the asset
because “coatings do not have a brain!”
Bas explained the manufacture of FPSOs,
FLNGs and fixed platforms, historically
fabricated in Singapore and Korea
are moving to China for production.
Therefore, the environment where
the coating is applied and cured has a
different temperature and humidity.

Bas gave us a bird’s eye view of the site
in Felling in the North East, where paint
is produced and where their state of the
art global R&D facility is located after
a recent €12.6 million investment. It
has dedicated test labs, for cyclic and
non-cyclic testing, temperatures up to
350 degC, pressures up to 300 bar and a
cryogenic lab for LNG applications.

The transport method and conditions
to the end location is important, if it is
on the back of a ship, corrosion from
saltwater will need to be considered.
The end location, where the asset will
spend most of its life is important such
as strong UV resistance in Australia
or whether cathodic protection will
be used, the temperature and harsh
environments etc. The application
and use of coatings also need to be
registered in the parts of the world they
will be used.

The International paint brand is split
into three divisions Marine, Protective
and Yacht with a comparison described
as “a protective coating looks good 5m
away and a yacht coating looks good
30 cm away.” Protective coatings, Bas’
specialism, are used in various industries
from upstream and downstream Oil
and Gas applications, nuclear and
coal power plants and high volume
infrastructure. Two local projects are
the Sage and Millennium bridge on the
Newcastle/Gateshead quayside.
Bas explained the “McDonald’s
model”, whereby paint purchased in
one part of the world should be the
same specification and quality as that
purchased in another location. This
is particularly important for projects
where parts are made in different
locations and need to come together to
perform. An Australian project was used
as an example where sections were
manufactured and coated in Russia,
China, Thailand and Singapore and then
transported to Australia to be installed
and function in the same environment.

The challenges of developing coatings
were discussed, typically customers
are looking for performance to last
>25 years to be economically viable.
Inspection of assets is expensive due
to inaccessibility and therefore a low
inspection rate is specified. Remedial
repair is very expensive so confidence in
the coating’s performance is paramount.
The industry is moving to deeper waters
so there are new challenges that come
with this. Along with contradictions in
the specifications such as protection
during thermal loading but requiring
flexibility from the coating during
transportation and as lightweight as
possible to keep the total asset weight
down. In conjunction with cost reduction
in all areas which are squeezing the
coatings budget.
The use of differing coating techniques
for a single application was explained
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using the example of an offshore wind
turbine 1. Foundations are below the water,
within in the splash zone and have very
limited accessibility once installed so a
Hybrid Epoxy technology would typically
be used.
2. The tower typically has 3 coatings of a
different coating.
3. The turbine blades use yacht coating
technology because they are generally
made from GRP and protection against
rain erosion is important. If erosion
occurs this can cause imbalance on the
blades.

Never lose
track of your
AUV.
GAPS USBL SYSTEM

Gaps offers a pre-calibrated
positioning and communication
solution for the tracking
of subsea vehicles and towfish.
Its new telemetry feature allows
for AUV control & command,
INS recalibration, as well as
efficient data retrieval.

4. The nacelle coating needs to be fire
retardant and oil resistant.
Since 15,000 BC coatings such as blood,
egg & animal fat have been used to
preserve buildings and assets. Bas
explained in the 1970s liquid epoxy
lead to a reduction in viscosity and
an increase in the solid content and
reduced the need for solvents.

Omnidirectional tracking
of subsea vehicles and towfish

From extremely
shallow waters

200°

The development of coatings in recent
times has been H&S driven both in terms
of harmful ingredients and the safety
of personnel on an asset to ensure they
can safely evacuate from the asset in the
event of a fire or cryogenic spill.
Question topics received from the
audience were on nano technology,
which is work in progress, and selfhealing, which is difficult to get a robust
solution for such harsh environments.
Discussions continued after the talk,
over refreshments. The branch would
like to thank Bas for providing such an
interesting talk, Newcastle University
for the use of the lecture rooms and
the Branch Sponsors for their continued
support.

To the deep sea
(4,000 m)
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HIDDEN DEPTHS

A ROVs being launched from
the Freja
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ULTRADEEP WATER

A considerable proportion of the
world's ocean floor lies at water
depths of around 6000m. In recent
years, the discovery of seabed mineral
deposits has caused companies
to examine ways of exploiting this
valuable resource. This, in turn, has
provided a wide range of opportunities
for companies capable of carrying
out the necessary ultradeep-water
site investigation, lifting, seabed

mapping, bulk sampling, recovery and
intervention work.
And therein lies the problem.
Traditional systems and methodologies
struggle to cope with prolonged
exposure to the severe conditions
found at these extreme water depths.
This has prompted the establishment of
Magellan, an independent ultradeep-
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water specialist company charged with
a commercial objective of developing
systems and techniques that can allow
it to operate continuously in these
niche areas.
"The traditional offshore industry has
been instrumental in the advancing
deep-water observation and
intervention technology," said Richard
Parkinson, principal of Magellan. "Its

usage, however, has been limited
to around 3000m and even this has
proved challenging for prolonged
operations. Taking this to the next step
and effectively doubling the maximum
working depth to 6000m can be an
order of magnitude more challenging.
"There are companies that can
'bounce down’ to the seafloor at these
significant depths but to date, nobody

has amassed the expertise to work
there for sustained periods and be
available onsite, all day, every day..
until now"

SM2

Magellan was borne out of the
commercial desire of the Jersey-based
company SM2 Seabed Minerals (in
which Parkinson is also an executive)
to deliver cost-effective blue-water site
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survey and operational solutions in seabed
mapping, seabed mining exploration and
deep/ ultradeep site investigations. In 2019,
the company acquired Neptune Minerals,
a move that was to make Parkinson
essentially both the client and operator.
"We Leveraged strong financial backing and
a deep understanding of what it would take
to develop a subsea site from scratch," said
Parkinson.

ULTRADEEP WATER

3000m

"We were also mindful of the life-of-field data
acquisition, environmental risk mitigation and
maximising the value of every rotation. Like the rest of
the global industry, however, we had limited experience
in this sub-3000m emerging sector. Our ethos was
to blend traditional offshore asset management and
operational methodology with ultra-deep-water
pioneering ambitions.

ROVs with different tooling, customised skids
and sensors, confers the added advantage
of allowing us to act rapidly in response to
unexpected scenarios.

Magellan consequently dedicated the past 30 months
to quietly amassing a comprehensive portfolio of
deepwater hardware. It has invested heavily in
qualifying a range of enabling technologies, unafraid
of expanding its search into adjacent industries for
established tooling that could be re-engineered for use
at extreme depths.

4850m

The company, for example, made continuous design
improvements in civil firefighting and rescue equipment
to allow these to be deployed in high pressure
environments.
In parallel, the company has navigated a lesson-learning
path to develop the processes necessary to work in
these extreme and remote environments. One of the
first decisions it made was to develop robust riskmitigation strategies, determining what we would need
– as opposed to what would simply be nice to have.

"At the beginning, underwriters would only
permit one ROV to be deployed at a time to
these extreme depths, however as we started
to understand the complexities of managing
two, or even three umbilicals within the
ultradeep water column we soon established
a compelling case that deploying two vehicles
would actually offer significant operational
safety advantages.
"Not only would a second vehicle always be on
close standby to aid the primary system, but
it would also provide an additional viewpoint
to aid and speed up operations, and thus
potentially increase productivity at depth,”
said Parkinson.
Preparation and Flexibility
Whilst rigorous planning is always a prerequisite to any ultradeep-water
intervention process, it is also
vital to build as much flexibility as
possible into the system. Having
the correct equipment is equally
critical. Magellan has invested
heavily in hydroacoustic aided
inertial navigation, 6G long
baseline (LBL), sparse array
and ultrashort baseline (USBL)
positioning.

“Reliability at depth is the principal performance
indicator," said Parkinson. “We soon discovered that
more often than not, failures happen during the
transition rather than at the depth itself. Addressing
these failure points required detailed investigation,
data collection and, of course, imaginative solutions.
We have gone through multiple design iterations of key
core components in order to achieve the level of the
reliability we now have.

particularly confident that our systems would
work directly with the shipborne USBL so we
selected wideband mini beacons.
"As it turned out, these proved very useful, not
only with near-perfect seabed asset tracking
but also for umbilical management which
will predictably become one of the biggest
challenges of seabed mining.”
Magellan has also embraced the latest imaging
technology, employing a range of dual frequency
multibeam echo sounders, side scan sonars and
a set of high-definition cameras to produce point
clouds in near-real time.
“We have also developed some exciting and fast
track mapping solutions for SM2’s next decade of
concession development,” continued Parkinson.
Magellan currently has the Danish-flagged vessel
Freja on a long term charter. This is broadly in
line with its philosophy of selecting ‘need’ over
‘nice to have’. The Freja is a relatively compact
vessel but highly versatile, cost effective and
large enough to carry a wide range of tooling
suitable for ultradeep-water operations.
It has routinely carried out heavy
lifting from 6000m using fibre
rope deployed from its

"Positioning is an issue in any empty
and featureless expanse. We were not

"The demand for high reliability favours electric
propulsion systems. We based our vehicle choice on
a pair of Argus electric ROVs but it took us a good six
months to bed these ROVs in. Before long, however, we
had successfully solved many of the issues, not only to
do with taking the vehicles down to 6000m, but also
keeping them there.

6000m

SIMOPS
"The decision to deploy twin ROVs, both in the water
column and at the job site, was a key target in the
project plan and this remains central to our success,"
continued Parkinson. "The ability to assign separate
tasks to each vehicle on the worksite has recouped high
dividends in accelerating the speed at which we can
perform seabed operations. Individually configuring the
One of the Magellan ROVs being launched
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ULTRADEEP WATER

customised and enhanced ASMA
winch, running through the vessel's
moonpool for added stability. In the
year to date, the company has lifted
more than 1,500t of samples and
material to the surface.

3000 to 6000m
So, what are the differences
between working at 3000m and
6000m?
"The most obvious is the greater
ambient pressure that equipment
has to withstand," said Reece
McAllister, General Manager at
Magellan. "This increased pressure
on the bulkheads can cause frame
distortion and once that happens,
the fixings may come loose, and the
buoyancy starts to move. At these
depths, buoyancy accounts for
approximately 90% of lift weight.
“At these depths the syntactic foam
is often considered as a consumable
item and every couple of years it is
not uncommon within the industry,
to discard it entirely and replace it
with a new system. We are trying
to move away from this mentality
and instead, favour buoyancy
systems that are more repairable,
modular by design and allow for
the rotational maintenance of this
critical spare.
“Being proactive to avoid a
catastrophic failure at depth is
key to successful ultradeep-water
operations. This dovetails into our
asset and inventory management
philosophy. We rely heavily on
critical failure analysis which
is conducted using our asset
management software platform.”
A key part of ultradeep-water
operations is umbilical management
and at an early stage, Magellan
needed to closely examine exactly
what it required.
"The majority of ROV companies
handle maybe 1000m lengths of

umbilical cable," said McAllister.
"Handling 6000m of it, however,
becomes a real issue and this is an
area in which we have had to develop
our own handling at sea, re-spooling
and pre profiled cartridge solutions. It
has required both a heavy investment
and lots of patience.

and clean," said McAllister. "This allows us
to wet-store a lot of the tools and tooling
skids on the seabed to mitigate rust and
corrosion and reduce unnecessary cycle
time. As there is no need to return them
to deck, the tools last longer.
So, will this move to ultradeep water be
copied by competitors?

"Many traditional deep-water ROVs
employ a Tether Management
System (TMS), however, we decided
not to go down this route. In the
sort of applications in which we
intended to use our ROVs, we felt a
TMS offered greater scope for failure,
effectively running a second inline
ROV on each system.”

“Ultra deep-water operations are not
for the faint-hearted, and come with an
extremely high operating costs, especially
at start-up," said Parkinson.
"Traditional areas like onboard inventory
holdings, fast deployable tooling and
sensor options carry significantly
higher costs compared with those
used for normal operations. It is a big
commitment, but one that can, if done
right, open up new opportunities.

Magellan specified an umbilical
design that would be as thin as
possible while still carrying sufficient
power.

"We have devoted time and money to
learn key lessons that allow us to carry
out work that nobody else has done
before," said Parkinson.

"Many deep-water vehicles are
specified with a minimum 200hp,"
explained Parkinson. "This has
become a commercial space race
between designers to offer more
horsepower, whereas, in reality,
we can operate the vehicle and its
hydraulic circuits quite effectively
with an equivalent rating of 150hp. It
is not how much power is available –
it is how the power is managed and
applied.

“We are openly looking to expand on
our collaboration efforts and actively
encourage engineers and companies
carrying out deepwater R&D to get
in touch. When faced with unknown
challenges and ever-expanding horizons
it is always beneficial to team up!” said
McAllister.

SO WHAT NEXT?

"Our systems are currently
configured with an Atlas manipulator
paired with a Kraft 7-function unit
because of the need for extra 'grunt'
to be balanced with dexterity, but we
also have the use of Schilling T4 arms
in-house.

Now that Magellan has successfully
proven that its systems are resilient
at 6000m, the company is currently
pursuing commercial work. It is in
negotiation with companies that have
interests in deep and ultra deep-water
requirements, however, defining work
scopes and identifying risk versus reward
takes time.

"As a standard practice (and one very
divergent from traditional subsea
operations), we use seawater instead
of hydraulic oil as the power transfer
medium for actuator-based heavy
tooling. This again helps us mitigate
additional points of failure and
removes oil from the operation. You
never run out of seawater at depth.

Magellan will continue to hone its skills
and build its deep-water experience on its
own internal or sister company projects,
as well as carrying out on-demand search,
survey and intervention scopes for vessel
owners who require asset recovery and
an emergency response capability.

"The seabed environment is anoxic
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UNMANNED SURFACE VESSELS

UNMANNED VEHICLES: WIND & WAVE POWER
SAILBUOY
Unmanned vessels can confer
considerable economic and
operational advantages over manned
alternatives. As they do not require
hotel facilities and general human
support systems, they can be smaller,
lighter and cheaper to operate while
still being able to perform a majority
of tasks.

When Offshore Sensing produced
the world’s first wind-powered
autonomous surface vessel in
2005, the industry greeted it with
scepticism. Today, however, the
Sailbuoy has successfully gathered
data in a variety of locations across
the globe and has even crossed the
Atlantic in a single run.

They can also work in far rougher
areas in the knowledge that life is
not at risk, increasing the effective
weather window.

The original idea for the Sailbuoy
was derived from work carried out
when considering the practical
operational shortcomings of the
drifter technology that CMR was
developing. For many years, these
untethered buoys had proved a
good way of gathering low cost
environmental data such as wind air
pressure, temperature and current
information. The fundamental
drawback of any drifting
devices, however, is that
they can easily migrate
away from the zone of
interest.

While the terms Unmanned Vessels
and Autonomous vessels are
sometimes used synonymously, this
is not strictly accurate. Unmanned
vessels are simply crew-free. They
navigate by being remotely guided or
controlled from a shore base via radio,
line-of-sight or satellite.
Autonomous surface vessels, however,
have a self-navigating capability and
can be pre-programmed to follow
way-points. This has advantages
when travelling in places where it is
difficult to receive signals, but the
autonomous control can be overridden on demand. They are now
commonly referred to as Maritime
Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS).
Unmanned vessels can be
conveniently divided into two types
- those that harness natural agencies
such as the sun, wind and waves, and
secondly, fuel-based systems that
enjoy the higher energy density of
marine diesel or batteries.
The former can potentially travel
significant distances, very costeffectively with a zero carbon
footprint. Motorised systems,
conversely, can navigate sharp turns
to follow survey grids on demand
irrespective of climactic conditions.
This makes them particularly useful in
inland applications.

“We subsequently
decided to look for
ways of asserting
greater control over
station keeping and
worked up some
prototype designs
to artificially
restrict or
modify the
buoy’s
movement,”
said David
Peddie, CEO
of Offshore
Sensing.

Some motorised designs have
particularly small vessel footprints.

“We soon discovered, however,
that these modifications could
actually allow the drifter to move in
a desired direction under wireless
control. After making a range of
evolutionary refinements in the
design, we could navigate this
ship-shaped hull form along a
route with a precision considerably
greater than we originally set out to
achieve.
“In truth, it wasn’t until numerous
other autonomous surface
vehicles began to be developed,
that the market started to realise
the potential of using these new
generation of data acquisition
tools to perform survey operations
that were considerably cheaper
and safer than manned
equivalents.
Before long, there were a
number of long endurance
autonomous vehicles driving
an ever increasing market.
Some were due in part from
having to repay the millions
of dollars spent to get the
concept to a commercial
stage and these investment
sums had to be reflected
in the vehicle’s cost. We
decided from an early stage
not to compete head-on
with these, but instead, to
exploit our own niche.
“In contrast to the much
larger vessels, we

WAVE GLIDER
Last September, Liquid Robotics,
introduced its newest Wave Glider,
featuring advancements to shoreside
operations and in-water performance
enabling customers to mobilise,
deploy and operate fleets of vehicles
more efficiently.
This release builds on the current
Wave Glider's capabilities while
providing a sixfold increase in
computer power with a new NVIDIA
Tegra chip

Simplified pre-launch operations,
including a new Rapid Stand and
Crate that streamlines storage,
transport, and mobilization, enabling
customers to deploy a vehicle in a
third ofthe time that was previously
possible.

wanted to keep our hullform small.
The advantage of having a smaller
vessel is that they are a lot cheaper
to produce and operate. Just as
importantly, however, they have a
greater propensity to survive in harsh
sea conditions.

houses solar panels that charge the
batteries that used to power the
navigation and payload electronics.”
One factor that increases the
robustness of the design is to minimise
moving parts. The Sailbuoy is only
composed to two.

"The Sailbuoy’s test bed was essentially
the North Sea. Environmental
forces impact on vessel size
disproportionately, so when working in
rough conditions, it is advantageous to
have a vessel with a smaller surface
area.

The first is the sail itself. This can swing
freely but the sheets on the boom
effectively limit this movement to
45deg each side. The setting of these
sails is controlled by the other moving
part – the rudder. This allows the vessel
to tack against the wind and sail rapidly
when the wind is in other quarters.

“The original Sailbuoy was
designed specifically around
the size of equipment
we wanted it carry. Since
then, if anything, the sensors have
gotten smaller and cheaper, and the
electronics less power hungry. We
reasoned that keeping the vehicle at
exactly the same size would allow it
to incorporate more sensors without
having to scale up.
The upper surface of the Sailbuoy
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It now has higher power solar panels,
combined with more power-efficient
components, enable customers
to generate more power while
consuming less.

“The second, the motor-activated
rudder is controlled by the navigation
software,” said David Peddie. “Over
the past decade or so, satellite -based
navigation systems have become highly
accurate and cheaper. Depending upon
the circumstance, the navigation system
can be corrected from every minute to
every week depending on the mission
planning software.”
“We were keen to show the market
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Next-level advancements in ruggedizing
the platform for extreme sea states to
meet customer operations.
“The new Wave Gliders are designed
to streamline operations, decreasing
the amount of time spent on assembly
and pre-launch checkouts,” said Jeff
Fiedorowicz, Liquid Robotics’ Chief
Technology Officer. “As a result,
customers will be able to manage larger
fleets of vehicles while reducing staffing
requirements.”

exactly what it could do and how
far we could push it so in 2018, we
programmed the mission software
to take the vessel across the Atlantic
– the first of its type to do so. We’ve
been down a to the Antarctic a
number of times and the vessel has
survived the rough weather and sea
conditions as well as ice buildup.”
The original Sailbuoy started out
with basic water quality, salinity and
temperature measurements etc.
More recently, Offshore Sensing has
been integrating more advanced
equipment such as Simrad echo
sounders and testing has provided
very useful good quality data,
especially close to the surface where
a traditional vessel can not measure.
“We see fish or krill finding to be a
potentially big market for us” said
Peddie. “Fishermen spend much
more time looking for the fish than
catching it, so having a low cost
drone vessels to assist in fish finding
has the potential to be a sizeable
market for us."
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UNMANNED VEHICLES: WAVE POWER
AUTONAUT
The AutoNaut wave-propelled
surface vehicle, developed by
Seiche, works by innovative wave foil
technology. With the aid of four keelmounted foils located both fore and
aft, all wave movements propel the
vessel forward at speeds of 1-3kts
In flat calm seas, however, the lack of
movement can be offset by the use
of an auxiliary electric thruster.
The hull form itself is designed to
withstand heavy seas and deep ocean
operations. It also has an automatic
collision avoidance system based on
AIS navigation aids. The vessel has a
shallow draft so that it can be both
easily transported and deployed from
a beach using only two people.
The onboard sensors are powered by
solar panels that continuously charge
an array of Lithium ion batteries.
Depending on the season, weather
and latitude of operations, the panels
can provide up to 300W of power.
For load balancing, it is possible to
schedule nonessential sensors on and
off at times within the mission.
There are two versions measuring
3.5m and 5m in length, and Seiche,
has been particularly active in
showing how this range can fulfil a
variety of operational niches. One
such application is using them to
deploy ocean profiling gliders.
Ocean gliders
Underwater gliders are a very useful
and well established tool for sampling
the water column. They are easy and
cheap to pilot and have an endurance
of many months.
The buoyancy driven- vehicle works
by diving in a steep curve to a given
depth and returning to the surface,
carrying out profiling measurements
en route as required. Vertical and
horizontal speeds are typically 10-30
cm/s. It takes around two days to
move 50km forward.
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The Caravela AutoNaut with a glider attached
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SUBSEASAIL
HYDRAQ QQ1000
Seiche has developed a digital hydrophone in partnership
with QinetiQ. Called Hydraq QQ1000, this is a combination
of acoustic and auxiliary sensors suitable for seabed, rising
cable or suspended cable deployment.
Providing enhanced metrology, the instrumented
hydrophone has applications spanning underwater noise
measurement and environmental use for Port and Harbour
Authorities, including compliance with environmental
legislation, through to recording of marine mammals,
generic noise pollution and identification of individual
vessel sound signatures at sea, which are of value to the
maritime and defence sectors.
Combining auxiliary sensors with the primary acoustic
sensor, Hydraq QQ1000 provides a unique solution which
ensures that sensor orientation and vibration can be
addressed, safeguarding accurate measurement.
Hydraq QQ1000 also incorporates a very low-noise
switched gain hydrophone amplifier - preventing noise
quality degradation - with self noise levels below Knudsen
Sea State 0, and utilises wideband PZT sensors to enhance
acoustic signals.
Uncertainty in sensor orientation has been addressed
by incorporating a magnetic compass, which augments
the three-axis accelerometer giving attitude and bearing.
This overcomes issues experienced by traditional
hydrophones, principally affecting high frequency
measurements occurring in rising-cable deployments - such
as measurement errors associated with a hydrophone’s
variable polar response - that are influenced by tidal flow,
or caused by hydrophone misalignment during seabed
deployment.
Employing a sensitive three-axis accelerometer, Hydraq
QQ1000 measures hydrophone vibration caused by
proximity to propulsion systems or Scholte waves at the
water/seabed interface. These are low-frequency effects
that contaminate acoustic measurement and need to be
measured and accounted for.
Hydraq QQ1000 also acts as a sensor for hydrodynamic
pressure variation. It incorporates an accurate highresolution pressure sensor to provide hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic pressure, giving direct measurement of water
depth at the hydrophone.

"We often want to deploy a glider to capture a specific
event" said Prof Karen Heywood at the University of
East Anglia (UEA)."We may want to get the glider to a
specific place but getting there under its own power
could take many weeks and in doing so, consume
considerable battery life. Gliders are also difficult to
launch in shallow waters or inshore areas.
"Alternatively, we may want to get the glider to a
location for a specific time, such as to track a spring
bloom, a volcanic eruption or a hurricane arriving. That
is why gliders are often taken to a location by boats
before deployment.
Large boats, however, are expensive while it can be
inherently dangerous to send small ships to map an
extreme weather event. Being able to deploy a glider
from an unmanned vessel, however, would solve this
problem at a stroke.

The SubSeaSail vessel

University of East Anglia, with its AutoNaut vessel
called Caravela recently to develop a novel system that
would see the AutoNaut transporting the Seaglider
to a specific location, considerably faster than the
underwater vehicle could get there by itself. The glider
could then be triggered remotely using a satellite
signal. This gives other benefits.

Last year, SubSeaSail delivered its first vehicle to a
government client.

"On Caravela," said Prof Heywood, "we use sensors
to measure atmospheric pressure, air temperature
and humidity, wind velocity, longwave and shortwave
downwelling radiation, sea surface temperature
and salinity and near surface currents. Now we can
work in collaboration with the Seaglider to obtain
simultaneous meteorological and oceanographic
measurements.

This arrangement not only reduces wave drag but gives it
a low visual signature with little or no wake. It has a very
low acoustic signature.

Last month, the UEA successfully completed
Caravela/Seaglider proof of concept work in
Barbados as part of the Eurec4a project to take
measurements in order to calculate air-sea heat
and momentum fluxes and determine the upper
ocean heat budget

The design fundamentally consists of a rigid wingsail
located over a submerged single or catamaran hull which
creates a counterbalance to ensure that the sail always
remains upright.

The passive mechanical wingsail control mechanism
automatically sets the sail at an optimised position for
any given wind direction without using pulleys, cables
or electronics. This lack of complexity not only increases
reliability but also significantly reduces costs.
All light sail vessels have the potential be damaged in
severe storm waves. The vehicle designers, therefore,
decided to obviate this problem by giving the vessel the
capacity to submerge.
As the hull is always submerged, solar panels are installed
inside the transparent rigid wingsail to provide the
onboard power for navigation and sensor electronics.

Subseasail hull

The Hydraq
QQ1000
The Caravela AutoNaut
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The SubSeaSail vessel
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"One of the most common enquiries we get
from prospective customers concerns using
the sail vehicle as an information gateway,"
said Business Development director, Sean
Newsome.
"There is a growing need for deploying
devices on the seabed. Some gather
oceanographic or seismographic data while
others demands may be more militaryoriented. At some point, the operator needs
to access this data, typically located in a
shore base. This in turn requires a method
of sending the data to vessel or buoy at
the air water boundary, where it can be
retransmitted to a satellite and vice versa.

SAILDRONE
Last year, the 7m long SD1020
Saildrone circumnavigated the
Antarctic in a 196-day journey, sailing
over 22 000km before returning to
port. During the mission, it survived
freezing temperatures, 15m waves,
130km/h (80 mph) winds and collisions
with icebergs.

These vehicles can travel at an
average speed of 2-3kts, and can
reach top speeds above 8kts.
Sailing 100km per day, these
vehicles can reach most ocean
locations within 30 days and
cover large survey areas.

"One of the main drawbacks with this
scenario is that the buoy is often static and
interfacing with numerous underwater
sensors possibly requires numerous buoys.
"A cost-effective alternative is to use a
mobile vessel instead of a static buoy as
the gateway. Its submerged hull is able to
pick up underwater transmissions from the
subsea asset while its mast can double as
an antenna. A single vessel can sail along
a track and pick up data from a variety of
sources, significantly increasing the area of
coverage and thus, effectiveness."

The standard Saildrone consists of
a tall, hard wing incorporating a
longitudinal spar with a vertical tail. A
trim-tab on the tail adjusts the wing
angle to the wind, similar to the way
an elevator trim tab controls the pitch
of an aircraft. This sits on a narrow
7m-long hull, and a keel with a 2.5m
draft. Saildrone USVs weigh
approximately 750kg and can be
launched and recovered from a
dock.

Normal Saildrone SD1025

Sailing in the Southern Ocean
waves, however, proved too much
for this tall and slender wing. This
prompted the development of a

In the past year, SubSeaSail also developed
a mini version.
"While the Wingsail of the larger vehicle is
around 5ft tall, the mini-version is nearer
3ft tall," said Newsome. "It also weighs
half that of the larger version which means
that it is small enough to transport on an
aeroplane."
Apart from having an even smaller profile,
it introduces the possibility of the devices
being used in a swarm. Numerous smaller,
cheaper devices, each networked together,
can expand the coverage even further than
a single unit having to sail backwards and
forwards over the predefined area.
"Later this year, we are going to use the
larger vessel for deploying both a subsea
glider and a small AUV," said Newsome. "
We are also working on another project
with the customer to deliver a heavy
payload.
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SubSeaSail Mini

Arctic Saildrone SD1020
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lower aspect square rig designed to
deal with the huge forces of being
rolled and submerged. While the
square rig has a lower performance
range than the regular Saildrone
wing and struggles to sail upwind, it
does is better at sailing downwind.
The design sacrifices manoeuvrability
for survivability,
The sensor payload consists of
science-grade instrument package
measuring key atmospheric and
oceanographic environmental
variables in real time including
solar irradiance, long wave
radiation, atmospheric pressure,
air temperature and humidity,
wind speed and direction, ocean
skin temperature, bulk water
temperature, chlorophyll and
coloured dissolved organic matter,
atmospheric and seawater partial
pressure of CO2, dissolved oxygen,
salinity, and acidity levels.
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OCEAN AERO
Ocean Aero, the developer of the first hybrid
environmentally-powered, autonomous, underwater and
surface vehicle (AUSV), has announced a multi-milliondollar agreement to deliver models to the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology
Directorate (S&T).
Ocean Aero produces three models (all 4m in length)—
the Navigator, Discovery, and Scout. All of the models
feature a unique combination of folding wingsail and
solar panels that enables them to traverse long distances.
Ocean Aero will be delivering a mix of its Navigator and
Discovery models and working closely with DHS S&T
and other programme participants—the US Coast Guard
(USCG), US Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the
University of Southern Mississippi, the US Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL), and Cherokee Nation Strategic
Programs, LLC. Ocean Aero’s vehicles will be deployed in
a wide range of ocean environments providing a platform
for the integration, testing, and evaluation of a variety of
advanced sensors.
Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries power command,
control, communications and sensor payload functions.
The retractable wingsail allows the vehicles to submerge
and avoid harsh surface conditions, evade detection, and
perform subsurface data collection tasks.
Each model has distinct capabilities. The Navigator
performs duties on the surface and can transform
into a fully autonomous underwater vehicle, capable
of submerging to 200m depth. Precise underwater
navigation is achieved using an Inertial Navigation System
(INS) coupled with a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) with
propulsion coming from dual electric thrusters.
The Discovery is not equipped with an underwater
navigation system, as it is designed to collect vertical and
horizontal profile data while submerging to maximum
depth of 100 meters. The Scout is a fleet surface data
collection vehicle, easily directed to a variety of positions
in a mission set. The Scout can also submerge to the
water surface level to provide added survivability in
rough weather or if needed, decrease the detectability of
the vehicle.
“This is a strategic agreement, and we’re proud to be
working with DHS S&T and such a distinguished group
of organizations, who are committed to protecting the
maritime environments surrounding our nation,” said
Eric Patten, CEO of Ocean Aero. “This new programme
is in line with the Commercial Engagement through
Ocean Technology (CENOTE) Act of 2018 and adds to the
rapidly increasing adoption of unmanned systems by our
government agencies.”
The Launch and Recovery System (LARS) for all models
is a simple, safe, and time-saving solution and can be
operated from ramp, dockside or at sea.
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On the surface, Ocean Aero’s drones rely on wind
and solar power to remain autonomously on a mission for months.
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Ocean Aero’s drones drop the wingsail and
transform into a submarine that is able to perform data collection missions for days before
resurfacing to recharge.
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UNMANNED VEHICLES: MOTORISED
POWERED USV
While one branch of
unmanned surface vehicle
technology has been
designed around minimalist
low power, potentially long
distance survey applications,
another has positioned itself
to carry out work requiring
a higher energy budget. This
translates into incorporating
a motorised propulsion
system.
Such vessels are typically
driven by batteries. In smaller
vessels, these have to be
recharged or replaced at
the end of the operation.
In larger vessels, they are
recharged continuously
throughout the operation by
diesel engines.

L3 HARRIS ASV
The long-standing unmanned vehicle designer ASV was purchased by L3 and is now part of the merged
L3Harris empire. It produces a range of vehicles, the largest of which measures up to 7.7m long and weighs
4800kg fully laden. These larger units can cruise at 10kts and have an endurance of up to 7 days.

Motorised systems allow
these surveys to be carried
out faster, reducing survey
costs, while rudders
allow the vessels to turn
sharply enough to follow a
survey grid or prescribed
multidirectional course with
accuracy. They can also
quickly turn on demand to
examine a zone of interest
midway through the survey.

In association with the University of Exeter, the company has been a major force in the ‘Autonomous Robotic
Intervention System for Extreme Maritime Environments’ (ARISE) project which was kick-started back in
2017. Its aim was to develop an integrated autonomous system to de-risk and enhance inspection work in
the offshore environment.
Phase 1 of the project ran from 2017-2018 and looked at the feasibility of deploying and recovering an ROV
through the C-Worker 7's moonpool.
This included developing a winch system with 50m of tether and powered sheath wheel for tension
management. ASV also engineered an actuated lock latch system to retain ROV during transit

With weight and payload
space not being so critical,
motorised vessels can
accommodate a larger
heavier sensors package for
more comprehensive surveys.

Following the first phase, the team was confident enough to progress to a second phase which began last
year and is set to run until spring 2021.
The second phase seeks to evolve the system to a pre-commercial state capable of completing inspection
down to 150m water depth which will require the ROV’s tether to be increased to 200m. The work will also
look at different automatic launching and recovering concepts.

A major cost of AUV and ROV
operations are the shipbased support requirements.
A relatively recent trend in
larger USVs, has been to use
these vehicles to transport
and recover AUVs and even
operate ROVs, thus saving
money.
L3Harris vehicle
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SEAKIT
Sea-Kit's 12m-long Maxlimer USV was
an instrumental component of the
eventual Ocean Discovery X-Prizewinning entry, part of which invited
applicants to develop ways in which
an AUV could be deployed from an
unmanned mother vessel.
"The Maxlimer has many functions,"
said Operations Director, Ashley Skett.

"Apart from being able to launch AUVs
and ROVs, it can act as a logistic supply
vessel, carry operations in extreme
environments and even has port
security applications.
"Last year, we worked with Swire in a
pipeline inspection project. The USV
fits inside a 40ft shipping which we
transported to Norway along with its
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control station in another container. We
were able to launch and recover a clientprovided AUV in much the same way that
we did in the Discovery X-Prize project.

to move away from inside the hull.
We have now developed an internal
forklift system to lift the returning
ROV into the hold.

"We are particularly looking closer at
the Launch and Recovery system. When
the Maxlimer ballasts down, its central
section to fill with water, allowing the
ROV to float freely and use its thrusters

The endurance of the Maxlimer
is over 2000 miles and adding an
additional fuel tank can extend the
range to 4000 miles. It can stay at
sea for 6 months.
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"To increase reliability, the design
can survive a single point failure,"
said Skett. "Inside are two diesel
generators allowing full redundancy.
There is also redundancy in the
communications system.We plan to
build multiple units for both ROV and
AUV capability and we intend to put
a gondola underneath the vessel for
multibeam sonar surveys. "
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OCEAN ALPHA M40P

OCEAN ALPHA
The latest unmanned vehicle from Ocean
Alpha, the M40P, is due to be launched
imminently. It flagship vessel is 4.5m long,
weighs 1.45t and can accommodate 80kg of
mission payload.
The M40P is battery driven but when
integrated with a diesel generator, its duration
increases from 48hrs to 10 days. It has a
maximum speed of 5.5kt and can work in sea
state 4.
The vehicle is designed for operations such
as geomagnetic variation observation,
underwater construction exploration,
geological survey seafloor multi beam
mapping, hydrographic survey and measuring
conductivity, temperature and pressure of
seawater at different depths.
"A particularly useful feature of the MP40 is
its 24v automatic winch," said Ocean Alpha
Brand Executive Chris Yan.
"It has a capacity for 70m of cable (with
a diameter of 8mm or less) and a speed
of 40rpm. It is compatible with towing
magnetometers and side scan sonars etc.
Last year, Unmanned Survey Solutions (USS)
launched Accession USV. This base-case
modular vehicle has a central section of is
3.5m, which gives the 1.3m -wide vessel a top
speed of 8 kts and a 12 hour endurance at
a service speed of 4kts. It is powered by six
advanced lithium batteries with a dry weight
of 400kg. The deck has a rail system for
winches and has a removable A frame.
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DriX in MeXico
iXblue's DriX is perhaps the most enigmatic of
all the unmanned surface vessels.
iXblue's While
DriX isothers
perhaps the most
have evolved from ship or enigmatic
boat designs,
of allDriX
thewas
unmanned surface
designed without an existing
analogue.
vessels.
While others have evolved from
ship or boat designs, DriX was designed
The vehicle is essentially awithout
hull withana existing
tower analogue.
rising above the water, balanced by a submerged
custom-built gondola housing
hydrographic
The its
vehicle
is essentially a hull with a
payload.
tower rising above the water, balanced
by a submerged custom-built gondola
The gondola, set at a depthhousing
of 2m below
the
its hydrographic
payload.
surface, gives DriX exceptional sea-keeping ability,
allowing data acquisition in seas with significant
wave heights up to 2.5m. DriX has endurance of
up to ten days.
The vehicle has been designed to work at high
speeds of up to 14kts even in challenging sea
environments. Constructed from vacuum infused
composite, the AUSV is 7.7m
with set
a breadth
Thelong,
gondola,
at a depth of 2m below
of 0.7m and a draft of 2m.the
Thesurface,
sensorsgives
can DriX exceptional seainclude, amongst others, akeeping
dual-head
Teledyne
ability,
allowing data acquisition
RESON IDH T50 multibeaminechosounder,
and withwave heights up
seas with significant
permanently installed Phins
andDriX
corrected
toINS
2.5m.
has endurance of up to ten
GNSS receivers.
days.

The DriX carrying out survey work
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The 37HP diesel engine provides
a quiet
The vehicle
has been designed to
acoustic signature to allowwork
for optimum
data of up to 14kts
at high speeds
collection. Control optionseven
include
full- and semiin challenging
sea environments.
autonomous modes, as well
as full remote
Constructed
fromcontrol
vacuum infused
from a pilot on the mothership.
composite, the AUSV is 7.7m long,
with a breadth of 0.7m and a draft of
Back in April 2019, Offshore
services
provider
2m.
The sensors
can include, amongst
Drebbel and survey company
Sulmara
Subsea Teledyne RESON
others,
a dual-head
were contracted to carry out
surveys inechosounder,
the
IDHpre-lay
T50 multibeam
and
shallow waters of the Gulf with
of Mexico.
permanently installed Phins INS and
corrected GNSS receivers.
Pipeline route surveys prior to installation
campaigns are required toThe
define
thediesel
subsea
37HP
engine provides a quiet
topography, its hazards andacoustic
debris, signature
as well asto allow for optimum
understanding the soil characteristics
priorControl
to
data collection.
options include
trenching operations.
full- and semi-autonomous modes, as
well as full remote control from a pilot on
The surveys are traditionally
out
theconducted
mothership.
by using ROVs equipped with Multibeam
Echosounders and Sub-bottom
to acquire
Back Profilers
in April 2019,
Offshore services
all the necessary data to create
a comprehensive
provider
Drebbel and survey company
cartography of the seabed,Sulmara
including
a Digital
Subsea
were contracted to carry
Terrain Model (DTM) that will
all bathymetric
out give
pre-lay
surveys in the shallow waters
information and a seismic of
profile
showing
the
the Gulf
of Mexico.
soil composition to around 50 m depth under the
seabed.
Pipeline route surveys prior to
installation campaigns are required to
define the subsea topography, its hazards
and debris, as well as understanding the
soil characteristics prior to trenching
operations.
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our new generation of electric work robots

The DriX showing the
underwater gondola

“For this particular mission, the end
client was requiring a DTM with
a 25cm resolution,” said Olivier
Cervantes Vice-President Marine
Services at iXblue. “One of the
challenges was to make sure we
reached this resolution from the
surface in 80m of water depths and at
a high speed (6kt).

successfully provided images within
the required 25 cm resolution.

Searching for a cost -effective
alternative to ROVs, the companies
identified iXblue’s novel DriX
unmanned surface vehicle as a
potential avenue to gain better
efficiency for their surveys and the
positioning of their subsea assets.
Surface vessels can conduct operations
at a fast rate while ROVs operate at
1 knt and require more people and
logistics

Indeed, within only 24 hours, DriX
proved to be able to provide high
resolution imaging 4 times faster than
traditional data acquisition using ROV
in up to 100 m water depths.

The companies decided to employ DriX
to survey 90km of pipeline route at
up to 6kt in the shallow waters off the
Mexican coast.
For the first phase of the project
dedicated to the pre-laid survey, iXblue
installed a multibeam Echosounder
within DriX gondola, two meters below
the surface of the sea. The USV then
performed the survey operation at
speeds reaching up to 6 kts. It also

“Using DriX during over several months
on our project in Mexico was a real
game changer," said Kevin McBarron,
CEO of Sulmara Subsea. “ Its efficiency
was second to none and enabled us to
drastically reduce vessel time,”

"Thanks to the efficiency delivered by
the iXblue USV we were able to gain
much more efficiency as compared
to using traditional methods and
we expect to improve on this on the
next year’s campaign," continued
McBarron.
After the first phase of the pipe laying
operations had been completed and
other production sites having already
undergone the trenching operations,
DriX then performed the last phase of
the project: the as-laid survey.
Still equipped with a Multibeam
Echosounder, DriX successfully
surveyed the pipelines and concrete
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mattresses already laid on the seabed
to record their position and physical
condition.
“Overall, this 7-month mission was
another success," said Olivier. "DriX
not only proved to be the perfect
tool to save precious vessel time by
conducting surveys much faster than
traditional assets, but it also provided
incredible data resolution at shallow
water depths, no compromise being
needed between efficiency and
quality.
"DriX offered a carbon footprint
10 times lower than a traditional
vessel.” Olivier adds. “And, in order
to further increase DriX operational
efficiency for a new upcoming mission
in Mexico, we are now in the process
of integrating our Echoes sub-bottom
profiler into DriX gondola, along with
its current multi-beam Echosounder.
Both sensors will thus be able to
be used simultaneously during the
survey, exponentially increasing
our USV efficiency. Beside seabed
mapping applications such as pre/
post lay surveys, DriX will furthermore
be conducting sub-sea positioning
operations in the near future,
widening the scope of its missions.

more powerful more intelligent more future-flexible
world leader in electric underwater robotics
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ACCESSION

XOCEAN
X-OCEAN

Assession USV

SOUNDER

Last year, Kongsberg launched its
Sounder multipurpose USV. With an
endurance of up to 20 days at 4kts,
it is designed to work across a range
of applications. The Operation of
the USV is managed by Kongsberg's
K-MATE vehicle control system
which is capable of following survey
patterns, autonomously following
AUVs or simply tracking a mothership.

The novel part of the Accession design,
however is that its length can be
extended to allow additional payload
equipment and/or power for extended
endurance depending on operational
requirements. Removing the 3.5m
section and adding a 4.25m or a 5m
section can extend the vessel allowing
more sensors within the payload.
When combining that with a diesel
generator, it is possible to get in excess
of eight days of operation from the
vessel.
After testing, the vessel will survey the
River Conwy in March.

XOCEAN Vessel

In a first for the offshore wind sector, a vessel
remotely controlled from shore took to the sea off
Suffolk over the weekend to undertake survey work
for Greater Gabbard Offshore Wind Farm, a joint
venture between SSE Renewables and innogy.
The XO-450 Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV),
owned and operated by XOCEAN, carried out
seabed surveys on seven of the turbines at the
140-turbine wind farm, located 23km off the UK
coast.

Sounder USV
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The unmanned vessel is around the
size of an average car (4.5m) and
half its weight (750kg), and can be
monitored and controlled 24/7 via a
satellite connection by a team at an
on-shore control centre.
Throughout the survey, the data
collected was monitored from shore
in real-time by experts located in
the UK, to validate data collection

before the vessel departed the
work locations. This demonstrates
the highly flexible and collaborative
nature of this new technology,
enabling industry experts to have
direct access to real time data, from
any location.
XOCEAN’s USVs offer significant
benefits including safety with
operators remaining onshore,
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efficiency with 24/7 operations
and environmental with ultra-low
emissions which together leads to
significant economic savings.
The 500MW offshore wind farm
has been in operation since 2012,
generating enough low-carbon
renewable energy each year to
power the equivalent of over
400,000 UK homes.

ARMADA
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PORTABLE VESSELS

ARMADA

In addition to the large unmanned underwater vehicles, a number of smaller man-portable
vessels are popular. These are often, although not exclusively, suited to surveying reservoirs,
lakes, rivers and shallow water areas. Other applications are monitoring harbours, small shipping
marinas, mining pits and tailings ponds, sewage treatment plants, environmentally sensitive
areas, construction and inspection zones and dams

Armada's new fleet
with towfish

In the past few years, Ocean Infinity
explored a unique business model of
operating multiple AUVs from a single
surface vessel, giving the company the
ability to carry out highly efficient and
cost-effective deepwater surveys. It has
now launched a new venture, Armada,
with the aim of employing a similar
analogue for shallow water surveys.
The new company will be based
on using multiple unmanned USVs,
controlled by experienced mariners,
via satellite communications, from
onshore facilities in both Austin (Texas)
and Southampton (England), allowing
the operations to be carried out
around the clock, globally.

deploying ROVs for visual and acoustic
data acquisition. We will offer true
ship substitutes larger payload
capacities, long ranges heavy sea state
capabilities.
"The first vessels are presently under
construction, the control systems are
being assembled and the handpicked
team is growing. The remote operation
systems are being built and first parts
of the package will be operational this
year with the rest of the fleet rolling
out by 2021.

These USVs will be used to perform a
multiplicity of offshore data acquisition
and intervention operations in markets
such as offshore renewables, oil and
gas, survey, logistics, pipe and cable lay
and servicing government sectors.

"The eventual fleet
will comprise up to
15 robotic bespokedesigned vessels of
two different sizes.
– 21m (69ft) and 37m
(121ft). The the exact
mix between the two
types is still being
defined

"The surface vessels can be deployed
individually or as a fleet," said
Manager Dan Hook. "Each will be
equipped with high resolution sonar
and other sensors for rapid surveys
while also being capable of remotely

"Sustainability is at
the heart of what we
do," continued Hook.
"Our model will be
carbon neutral from
the start. The robotic

vessels will use hybrid propulsion
technology and emit as little as one
10th as much as a traditional ship
and crew operating at sea. In certain
applications, will be able to work
completely electric with no emissions
whatsoever.
"Being able to call upon the resources
and experience of Ocean Infinity has
been paramount. We were able to
benefit from many lessons learned on
fleet operations, planning large-area
surveys with multiple assets, training,
data flow, spares."

Sonar Operations using the USV fleet

Teledyne 's Z-boat design
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CATAMARANS VS MONOHULLS

SONOBOT

Catamarans have certain advantages over monohulls. They are very stable, especially in flat water.
Because of the lower wetted surface, they are faster and more fuel efficient. With their motors separated
either side of the main body, they are very manoeuvrable and difficult to capsize, especially when turning
quickly. Because of the shallow drafts, they can go places where monohulls can't.
Many catamarans have waterjets rather than thrusters. This has advantages when compared with
thrusters of not being affected by plant life or ropes wrapping around the propeller shaft.
Monohull proponents, however, counter that single-hulled vessels act better in heavier weather and can
make sharper turns. They can navigate easier through tight spaces and narrow channels. If a catamaran
does turn over, it is difficult right it whereas some monohulls are designed to be self-righting. They are
easier to dock and take up less space. Maintenance costs are normally lower than for a two hulled design.

Z-BOAT

MARINETECH

Teledyne has enjoyed notable success with its
Z-boat design. They have been purchased by
both end-users and rental companies.

The Sonobot from Evologics stands 0.5m high, including
antennas and is a nominal 1m wide, although this is
adjustable to 1.5m for increased stability demands when
there are waves. It is 1.2m long and weighs 2.4kg.
Base Vehicle consists of the main body housing the payload
and control system standing on a pair of carbon fibre
floaters with jet thrusters. It operates by radio control and
10h operational battery life.
Sonobots have a simple echosounder giving depth
measurement results but this can be upgraded to Evologics
broadband single beam echosounder or a multibeam
echosounder. Another upgrade may include adding a
Side Scan Sonar either 1200 kHz (max. range 40 m, 1 cm
resolution), 670 kHz (max. range 50 m, 2 cm resolution)
or 340 kHz (max. range 150 m, 6 cm resolution). It is also
possible to incorporate a front-facing HD camera.

Kongsberg, for example, selected the design to
deploy its GeoSwath 4R monitoring bathymetric
sonar.
At 1.8m-long and 1m wide, the remote
hydrographic survey boat can also be used to
carry echo sounders and side scans.
The vessel's brushless drives are powered by
four 24v batteries which give it a survey speed of
8kts and an endurance of 4.5m.
Last year, Teledyne opened a of a Vehicles
Service Center at the Teledyne Reson office in
Slangerup, Denmark to support Z-Boats as well
as other Teledyne vehicles. This eliminates the
need to ship vehicles back to the United States
for repair and maintenance.

Sonobot

Sonobot with multibeam echosounder

The Sonobot can also have a built-in USBL transceiver for
accurate position fixing.
Typical applications would be for use in the search for
objects such as munitions, archaeological artefacts wrecks
and persons. It is also suitable for collecting survey data in
shallow or hard to reach locations.
Marinetech RSV Sea Observer
The Marinetech has developed the 4.2m long
Remote Survey Vehicle (RSV) Sea Observer to
carry out oceanographic missions in shallow water
or offshore areas.
Located near the bow, a motorised winch
allows the deployment of a payload such as an
inspection class ROV in the stern. Coupled with
an articulated bracket at the back of the RSV, the
ROV is launched and recovered easily and
safely. In transit, the ROV is kept in a
stable and secure position.
The 700kg vehicle can accommodate a
payload of 250kg.
Sonobot
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Sonobot with built-in USBL transceiver
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Save time and money
locating subsea cables
UNMANNED SURFACE VESSELS

- Locate and track cables
- Find faults and breaks

with a JW Fishers CT-1 Cable Tracker.

- Use on land & underwater
- Audio and Visual output
- Commercial construction
- Calculate burial depth
- Starting at $15,995

INCEPTION MK II
USS Inception MkII twin hull USV is 1.92m in length
and 1.2m wide. The hulls are made from aluminium for
robustness, especially useful when operating in high risk
shallow zones. They contain the vessel drive management
system and all drive and payload batteries.
It is powered by lithium batteries driving a pair of DC

brushed thrusters at a maximum of 3.5kts. This gives an
endurance of 4 hours and a range of 2km.
The payload pod carries up to 66 litres of equipment
including Single-Beam, Multi-Beam, Side Scan Sonar or
customer bespoke package.

JW Fishers Mfg., Inc
(800)822-4744
(508)822-7330
Email: info@jwfishers.com
www.jwfishers.com

GPA SB 100
The SB100 is a highly
configurable catamaran USV,
1m long and 72cm wide.
Made of high
performance
composite, it
weighs only 18kg. It
is powered by a pair of
4.2 kg, 250Q motors that
gives a working speed of 1.5m/
sec but this can be increased to
2.5 m/s.

Z_BOAT 1250

The SB100 can be charged in
less than 2 hours and has can
work for 4 hours.

Inception MkII

OTTER
With a weight of 55kg assembled and
with the ability to be disassembled
into parts weighing less than 20kg, a
single operator can launch the Otter
from a jetty, lake or riverside, or even
the beach.

The Otter USV is the smallest member of the Maritime
Robotics USV family. With a footprint of 200 x 108 x
81.5cm (78in x 42in x 32in), it fits into any small cargo
van for transportation to survey sites.
Otter USV

Instead of two hulls, Teledyne's Z-boat
1250 has three .... well strictly speaking,
a main 127cm hull and two outriggers
on a sliding crossbar.
The trimaran weighs
50 lbs fullyoutfitted
with instrumentation.
It has a width of
64cm which makes it
very easily transportable
by a single operator but the
outriggers can be extended outwards
to 94cm which gives it improved
stability.
Each outrigger hull has a thruster,
allowing the vehicle to be steered
without a rudder or steering linkage
An advanced 2.4 GHz remote control
transmitter that differentially adjusts
the two thrusters to steer the boat.
The shore operator steers via a radio
using a hand-held joystick controller
It is fitted with a singe beam
echosounder with an embedded
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Z-BOAT 1250

transceiver which can output depth
and temperature.
Constructed of ABS plastic, the Z-Boat
1250 can attain a 2.3 m/s (7.5 fps) top
speed using the standard battery pack.
The battery endurance is 1hr at 1.5m/s
but this can be extended to 4 hours
when running the vessel at 1m/sec.
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Technology
you can trust.
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Valeport are the UK’s
leading manufacturer
of Hydrographic
and Oceanographic
instrumentation.

CALYPSO

One of the best ways to make a USV
truly transportable is to make the
hull inflatable. This was the idea from
dotOcean, which designed its Calypso
vehicle around a payload package sitting
on an air-filled hull. The result is an
inexpensive transportation solution.
Innomar have used this system to
deploy its SES 2000 smart parametric
sub bottom profiler.
The hull has two 100mm moonpools
whixh can serve as sensor mounts while
the pair of 12V thrusters allows it to
travel at 3kt with a minimum 4 hours
endurance.

TIDE . WAVE . CURRENT . ECHOSOUNDERS & BATHYMETRY . SOUND VELOCITY .
CTD & MULTIPARAMETER . TELEMETRY . SOFTWARE . OPTICAL .

The hull is 1.8mm long, 9.25mm wide
and weighs 25kg as a basic unit or
125kg with the payload.
l Surfbee offers a similar idea with its
2.2m long 880mm rib stitched hull with
both forward and rear lab box mounting
points. It is powered by a pair of 350
Watt underwater thrusters and steadied
by vertical fins.

www.valeport.co.uk

Calypso inflatable USV

DOLPHIN 1

OceanAlpha has developed a remotely
controlled lifebuoy that can be steered
by a simplified remote controller up to
500m away. Weighing 13kg, Dolphin 1 is
115cm long 83cm wide and 21cm high.

+44 (0) 1803 869292
sales@valeport.co.uk

UT3ONLINE

UT3 is the larger, online version of the print UT2magazine. This also
includes archived images of times past and new photos are posted every
Friday in Linked In under UT2Subsea

It travels to site by two water jets that
can drive the lifebuoy to a maximum
speed of 10kt. These are wrapped in
a metal shell to protect the user from
injury while also preventing the blades
from entangling themselves in water
plants.
The Dolphin 1 is powered by battery
which resides in an independent cabin
so it can keep function even if the hull
is damaged. The battery has a 30min
endurance. It provides buoyancy that
is equivalent to two regular buoys
allowing it to carry two people at a
time.
The bright orange vehicle has two high
-penetration fog lights that make the
buoy highly visible over long distances
even in bad weather.

Ocean Alpha's new Dolphin 1 powered lifebuoy
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PULSE 8X METAL DETECTOR
The Pulse 8X is the top of the line hand held underwater
metal detector sold by JW Fishers. The unit has been rated
top by US Homeland Security and continues to be the “goto” product for many people looking to own a commercialgrade detector. Sales to military, police, search and
rescue dive teams, public safety dive teams, commercial
businesses, and recreational divers constitute the majority
of sales year after year.

when she noticed a cannon on Elbow Reef that is now believed to
be nearly 200 years old.

In November of 2018, two important archaeological
maritime discoveries were made near the Upper Florida
Keys by individuals who federal scientists lauded for
reporting, rather than disturbing, their finds.

The wreck lies in about 25-30 ft of water.

Jennifer Kerr, owner of Sailfish Scuba, mile marker 103.1,
was exploring the Hannah M. Bell shipwreck near Key Largo

The find came the same month that Homestead commercial trap
fisherman Jose Antonio Lopez Ruiz was looking overboard from his
vessel and spotted what turned out to be the wooden wreckage
from an unidentified ship from the 19th century near Alligator Reef
off Islamorada.

Sail Fish Scuba purchased a Pulse 8X in an attempt to verify the
cannon and to search the surrounding area for any other debris.
Using a Pulse 8X, the staff have now found the carriage the cannon
came off, and many more parts of the old Spanish Galleon Ship. A
second cannon was also found covered in silt using the Pulse 8X.

Diver using a Pulse 8X metal detector
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VALEPORT TO HELP TOR BAY’S
UNDERWATER RAINFOREST
Valeport, has pledged its support to a campaign to protect
the vital ‘underwater rainforest’ which is under threat off
Tor Bay, on the SW coast of the UK.
To mark the hydrographic and oceanographic instrument
manufacturer’s 50th anniversary, it will partner with a
UK coastal zoo and aquarium to help protect seagrass, a
remarkable plant that flowers underwater and forms dense
meadows in shallow coastal areas. These meadows capture
carbon at a greater rate than tropical forests, making them
important in combating climate change. Like coral reefs
and rainforests, these underwater gardens are full of life.
And like those better-known habitats they are under threat,
with global estimates suggesting the planet loses an area of
seagrass the same size as two football pitches every hour.
Valeport will be supporting the Living Coasts research project #SaveOurSeagrass helping to secure the project’s future for the next two years as well as providing instruments
and expertise to the programme. The research project aims
to protect the seagrass meadows in Tor Bay which is a vital
nursery bed for young fish and also home to key species
such as the short snouted seahorse. These meadows are
threatened by pollution and by indiscriminate anchoring,
which can unknowingly rip plants from the seabed. Living
Coasts is using the research to begin trialling seagrass cultivation with the aim of helping to replenish the threatened
species and contributing to increased marine biodiversity.
Living Coasts Curator Clare Rugg said: “This is going to be a
tremendous collaboration. Valeport’s support will allow us
to continue our scientific research, aided by local volunteer
divers who collect data on the seagrass. Living Coasts is
testing ways to propagate seagrass, and we look forward
to Valeport supporting our research with their instruments
and expertise.”
Guy Frankland from Valeport added: “This new partnership
is marking Valeport’s 50th anniversary, but it’s a natural
fit for us as a designer and manufacturer of high-quality
hydrographic and oceanographic instrumentation to join
forces with a coastal conservation charity. We are delighted
to support the important SaveOurSeagrass project and help
save and protect a local habitat with international significance.”
Valeport’s collaboration with Living Coasts also includes
opportunities for Valeport’s staff to get involved with activities from volunteer dives to beach cleans and it will be an
important CSR focus for Valeport who has supplied the
subsea sector for the last five decades.
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COPENHAGEN ROV
Denmark-based Copenhagen Subsea
has launched their new powerful
Gorilla Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV). Like its namesake, the Gorilla
is particularly robust and reliable
in challenging subsea environments
in the offshore industry.
It is equipped with an intelligent
state-of-the-art Dynamic Positioning
(DP) system and is based on
Copenhagen Subsea’s successful
rim-driven thruster technology and
standard electronic components
from Japanese electronic supplier
OMRON, making it easy to maintain.
The Gorilla is a 1.5 x 1m underwater
robot capable of diving down
to 600m, designed for offshore
inspection tasks such as drilling
platforms or offshore wind turbines.
It carries up to 70 kg and has an easy
to understand payload interface
with a power supply and separate
fiber cable connection, dedicated to
customer-specific requirements.
The Gorilla design means it is easy
to operate and solves a number of
common problems in offshore work,
with automatic control of position,
depth, altitude, heading, pitch and
roll and ability to sense the seafloor
from up to 70m above.
Many ROV manufacturers develop
their own electronics, but
Copenhagen Subsea has integrated
standard industrial hardware
electronics which are better, cheaper
and more thoroughly tested than
anything they could produce
themselves – a critical differentiator
for the Gorilla’s reliability. These
standard components durable in
extreme environments and, are
always in stock and can quickly be
delivered, making maintenance
simple and easy.
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NIDO ROV
The Nido Robotics has launched two game mini-ROVs.
The flagship 16kg Sibiu Pro is capable of operating in
depths of 300m, can travel at a maximum speed of
3 knots and features an integrated 1080p camera,
calibrated specifically for underwater usage and
accompanied with four regulation-controlled 1,500
lumens lights; a combination that guarantees crisp,
high-resolution live images. Its modular system
construction is designed to enable a variety of different
payloads to be carried, opening up a broad range of
underwater research, inspection and maintenance
possibilities.
The Sibiu Pro is complemented with a smaller version,
the 5kg Sibiu Nano, designed for deployment in
challengingly tight undersea environments inaccessible
by larger ROVs. With a depth rating of 100m and
a compact, practical transport suitcase, the Sibiu
Nano echoes the deft lateral maneuverability, userfriendliness and high-spec features of its larger sister.
Like the Sibiu Pro, it is also equipped with an integrated
1080p camera and offers full mission autonomy as
its powerful interchangeable batteries will hold their
charge for up to two hours at a time. Both ROVs are
simple to operate, can be easily launched by hand
(‘by anyone, anywhere and at any time’) and preassembled and tested Ready To Dive systems. The Sibiu
Nano is also offered in a convenient build-it-yourself
Maker format for those on a tighter budget, and as an
educational tool.
The potential of both ROVs, upholding the business
mantra of increasing productivity while saving time and
reducing expenditure, is enormous. In an aquaculture
context, the underwater drones can, for example, be
put to work to monitor fish stocks, clean and conduct
routine lateral inspections of nets and cages, and
oversee mort lift processes. The drones’ capacity
to assist divers in safely preparing and carrying out
detailed, environmentally-conscious subsea inspection
and maintenance operations is also of significant value
in ports and marinas as well as the energy provision
sector, with offshore oil & gas, wind, solar, nuclear
and hydro platforms and installations which all feature
submerged infrastructure.
The small size of Nido Robotics’ drones has also proved
advantageous in inspecting the interiors of tanks in
water treatment stations, checking for leaks while
assessing coating conditions, sediment levels and the
overall condition of such assets. Crucially, the drones
can also play an invaluable role in increasing safety and
efficiency in search & rescue missions. Once a drone
has located the victim, divers can follow the drone’s
umbilical cable to recover the victim, benefiting from
the bright illumination of the drone’s lights.
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DELPH SUBSEA POSI TIONING
IXBLUE’S INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE FOR SUBSEA POSITIONING
Improving operational efficiency
is a recurring challenge for subsea
operations. Throughout the life
of a field, from construction up to
decommissioning, several subsea
vehicles will be deployed to cover
various tasks such as pipeline and
structure installation, maintenance or
repair.
An ROV or AUV assigned to a specific

task will require multiple positioning
sensors (LBL, USBL, INS…) to complete
its mission. Defining the “good
enough” subsea positioning strategy,ie,
to ensure a minimum accuracy without
compromise on safety, can be a
complex exercise.
For instance, an overestimation of
the LBL transponders required will
directly induce vessel time and finally

costly operations. On the other hand, a
certain level of positioning redundancy
may be requested for a vehicle
operating close to a subsea asset in
production.
To ease the design and monitoring of
a subsea vehicle navigation, iXblue has
developed an integrated solution. Not
only has the company broadened its
product range with the new intelligent
Canopus LBL Transponder and the

new generation Ramses transceiver,
but with Delph Subsea Positioning
Software, iXblue now provides a
complete integrated solution for
subsea positioning that goes a
step further by bringing significant
efficiency.
Divided in 4 modules (LBL Array
Planning, Navigation Simulation,
Operations, Delph INS) with an
intuitive user interface, Delph Subsea

Example of box-in data processing in the Operations Module

Positioning (DSP) is an integrated
software suite for the preparation, the
operation and the post-processing of
iXblue positioning devices (USBL, LBL
and INS).
LBL Array Planning Module
Deciding on the exact number of
transponders to be deployed on the
seabed and their location is critical
to the success of LBL Jobs. Therefore,
careful and efficient planning is key.
Dedicated to the preparation of LBL
missions, the LBL Array Planning
Module analyses acoustic propagation
by taking into account the Digital
Terrain Model and the Sound Velocity
Profile. It produces a real-time visibility
map for a transceiver navigating in an
array of transponders by estimating the
acoustic coverage of each transponder.
It also checks for baselines and acoustic
line of sights between transponders.
Navigation Simulation Module
This second brick of the software
enables to simulate a trajectory of a
subsea vehicle and generate associated
synthetic inertial and acoustic data. This
data can then be post-processed, using
Delph INS, to visualise what would be
the performance of the navigation.
A real-time visibility map of the LBL array
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Thus, by using this new Simulation
Module, the operator can simulate the
trajectory, visualise the ROV or AUV
movement along this trajectory and
depending on the level of accuracy
required adapt the number of
transponders to be deployed and their
precise location. This allows a better
planning and mitigate the risk for
navigation errors during deployment
and operation time.
This Navigation Simulation Module
is a game changer for ROV/AUV
manufacturer and operators. Indeed,
by simulating an infinite amount
of navigation patterns and external
sensors availability variation, it
reduces the amount of sea trials
required for instance for subsea
vehicle’s qualification and thus allows
for significant cost savings.
Operations Module
Once the planning and navigation
simulation steps are completed,
the operators know how many
transponders are needed, their precise
location and the optimum navigation
pattern. They can then start deploying
the beacons.
During the deployment of the

A comprehensive QA-QC is generated by the post-processing module

complete positioning solution on
the vessel and on the vehicles,
the Operation Module of DSP
software controls and commands
the various iXblue equipment in a
unique interface. It supervises all
the operations, from equipment
configuration, calibration tasks,
standard positioning jobs to specific
telemetry operations and the
monitoring of the tracking. For

the calibration of LBL arrays, the
Operation Module runs state-ofthe-art algorithms and produces
automatic calibration reports.
Calibration may be conducted via
traditional GNSS aided box-in, SLAM
and/or mutual array calibration
methods.
Post Processing Module
Finally, Delph INS Subsea is the post
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processing tool that completes
the DSP suite. It takes either real
inertial data or data generated by
the Navigation Simulation module
and runs Inertial Navigation System
algorithms to provide statistics
and status all along the navigation
(or simulated navigation). It
also generates automatic report
regarding the navigation of the
vehicle.

Strong data management, highly
intuitive visualisation, editing and
processing features together with
diverse export capabilities make Delph
INS software ideal for quick and easy
navigation enhancements.
By combining the raw data from the INS
and from the complementary aiding
sensors (GNSS, USBL/LBL, DVL, depth
sensor.) during post-processing, Delph
INS provides higher accuracy for the

position, velocity or attitude of the
vehicle.
Delph INS Subsea software also
produces new comprehensive quality
analysis and quality check reports (QA/
QC), providing quick, easy and highly
intelligible information on the reliability
of the collected data.
Intuitive and user-friendly, each module
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of the DSP software suite has been
designed to make each step of the subsea
positioning operation simpler, error-free
and faster, saving vessel and man time.
With Canopus transponder, Ramses
transceiver and this new integrated
software suite, iXblue’s subsea positioning
and navigation offer is truly enhanced,
providing substantial efficiency and
reliability to customers.

RENEWABLES TESTING

JUMBO CONTRACTED BY DEME
OFFSHORE FOR HORNSEA TWO

With close proximity to the windswept coast Østerild, in
Nordjylland, Denmark, offers renewable energy companies,
testing grounds and conditions. Recently expanded by the
Danish Government to nine test stands, of which Siemens
Gamesa own two, Østerild also offers the general public a
look inside this forward-thinking industry.

3400

SUB-BOTTOM
PROFILER

Working with Siemens Gamesa, MacArtney has established
a position as a trusted advisor and solution provider for
essential wind turbine development projects through a
rigorous design cycle including concept development, 3D
modelling, destructive testing, optimising and future-proofing
for equipment and application.
The new SG 11.0-193 DD Horizontal Single Blade Mounting
tool (HSBM) tool has graduated through the design stages
and recently completed its Site Acceptance Test at Østerild,
passing with flying colours. Featuring turnkey technology,
the SG 11.0-193 DD will be ready for immediate market use
and has already been pre-approved for a significant German
Wind Farm project.
Designed and tested to provide quick and effective
installation, the new SG 11.0-193 DD tool aligns the nacelle
hub and allows for the horizontal mounting of each blade.
Speaking in more detail about the development and
challenges of the SG 11.0-193 DD, the MacArtney’s Project
Manager commented:
“Rotation of the hub of the nacelle for single blade
installation is a critical and essential operation for the Direct
Drive Turbine blade installation required offshore. This was
achieved by creating the physical workspace needed in a
controlled environment, and the HSBM tool establishes a
solid foundation for this function and operation.
The development of the SG 11.0-193 DD factored in
the dynamic implications, including physical dimension
constraints, transport and mobility requirements,
safety and ergonomic solutions.
CONNECTORS
l MacArtney is soon to supply and test several
underwater connectors for INFN - the National
Institute for Nuclear Physics.
INFN for the IDMAR Research Infrastructure
in Sicily supports, among others, the KM3NeT
(Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope)
infrastructure in the Mediterranean Sea.
MacArtney Underwater Technology will be
working with INFN for the duration of a system
solution project to provide junction box
mechanical frames and pressure vessels designed
to host OPAs (Optical and Power Assemblies) for
the connection of neutrino detection units from
the seabed.
Hydrostatic Pressure Test Facilities
Wind turbine installation
test in Østerild, Denmark
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Jumbo has been awarded a contract
to support DEME Offshore in its
scope of work on Ørsted’s Hornsea
Two offshore wind farm. Jumbo’s
scope of work in the project is
the provision of transportation
for 165 monopiles from Rostock
to Eemshaven and 135 transition
pieces from Aalborg to Eemshaven
with a K3000 class vessel.
In addition to shipping the
monopiles and transition pieces,
the project will see Jumbo

undertake the project management
for the transport scope, including
the engineering and design of both
transportation and cradles.
TRACK RECORD
Jumbo was awarded the contract due
to its intake and lifting capacity of
the Jumbo K3000 vessels. The K3000
class offers 3250m2 free deck space,
well suited to transportation of large
equipment such as transitions pieces
and monopiles.
It also offers 3000t lifting capacity
courtesy of its dual 1500t cranes.
Another factor in the award of contract
is the previous track record in projects
such as this, including on the Burbo
Bank Extension in the Irish Sea and the
Yunlin project off Taiwan.
Ørsted’s Hornsea Two site is located
adjacent to the Hornsea One offshore
wind farm, 89 km off the coast of
Yorkshire, UK. When complete, Hornsea
Two will be the world’s largest offshore
wind farm with a capacity of 1.4GW,
sufficient to provide clean, sustainable
energy to well over 1.3 million homes.
Jumbo will commence transportation of
the monopiles and transitions pieces in
August 2020.
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• Pole Mount or Tow
• CHIRP Transmission
• Integrated Motion &
Depth Sensors
• Dual Transmitter
• Multi-Channel
Hydrophone Receiver
• “Pipe Line” Mode

Subsea Awareness Course

UNDERWATER VEHICLES

Aberdeen
Do you want to know about Subsea?

MULTI ROV
With the objective of providing
a simple, flexible solution for the
changing and demanding operational
requirements of underwater vehicles,
Aleron Subsea has launched its new
in-house designed MultiROV and suite
of supporting tools.
This 300HP deepwater Work Class
vehicle measures 3m in length,
is 2.1m in height and 1.9m wide.
Depending on the specification it
weighs up to 4500kg in air, has a
payload of 250-600kg (depending
on depth rating of buoyancy) and a
through-frame lift of 30 000kg.
At the heart of the MultiROV is a dual
hydraulic power unit (HPU) which
gives a suggestion of the sort of work
it can be asked to carry out.
One of the circuits is dedicated to the
vehicle thrust and power, while the
second circuit supports the tooling
and ancillary functions. The system

is based on a pair of 150hp Kawasaki
pumps producing a 490 litres/min flow
of hydraulic fluid at 250 bar.
The fluid is distributed by a pair of
10-station general function valve
packs. The vehicle also contains
thruster control valve packs. The basic
difference between the two is that the
thruster systems incorporate high-flow
valves while it uses the smaller NG3
mini-valves for the ancillary tooling
functions.

Understand the full lifecycle of subsea oil and gas, from field developments inception through to
decommissioning sharing experiences and operational lessons learned – presented by technical
authorities and experienced personnel from operators, contractors and technical specialists.
which allow them to be pulled out for
ease of access during maintenance.
The entire side panels also bolt off so if
the engineer is working on sections, it
gives better access to the entire ROV.
At the front of the Aleron is a Schilling
T4 and an Atlas rigmaster manipulator.
There are an array of pan-and-tilt
cameras and lighting systems and
the ROV can be kitted with a suite of
tools by ROVQUIP, Aleron's tool rental
business.

"Rather than having one large thruster
control unit, which can be heavy and
hard to work on," said commercial
director Gary McConnell, "we have
broken out the design into two units
so the banks of four valves can control
the four axial thrusters.

Control is provided by the Gladiator
system with the lines fed into Aleron's
proprietary fibre optic multiplexer.
The video system has two 4K channels
while there are also eight SD video
channels and plenty of Ethernet for
video over IP.

"Many systems are installed on racks

For survey, there are eight 10/100
/1000Base Ethernet and two 1000Base
Ethernet lines as well as multiple
RS232/485 Serial channels.
There is auto depth, auto altitude auto
heading, dynamic positioning and
cruise control as standard (if DVL is
fitted).
THRUSTERS
The thrusters are designed in-house.
The Multi ROV has 7 thrusters as
standard which gives the vehicle a
combined 1145kgf of lateral force and
1174kgf vertical which translates as
a forward speed of 3.5kts, a lateral
speed of 2.5kts and a vertical speed
of 3kts.
For additional power, however,

The Society for Underwater Technology Subsea Awareness Course is widely recognised by the industry
globally and has been adopted by many as the foundation course for a wide range of personnel,
both technical and non-technical; suitable for operators, contractors and industry associated
organisations for example; legal, finance, government organisations.
This course provides the complete underpinning for new entrants and a refresher for experienced
personnel wishing to update their knowledge within the oil and gas subsea sector.
Visit our website for more information and the next available course dates:
https://www.sut.org/branch/aberdeen/ssac/
or email events@sut.org

it has an enhanced (11 thruster)
configuration which gives it a 2,290kgf
lateral and 1,174kgf Vertical force
which gives a 5 Kt forward speed, a
4kts lateral speed and a 3kt vertical
speed:
"The reason for the additional four
axial thrusters is that in wind farm
projects, vehicles need to move
about in 1.2kt –1.3 kt currents," said
McConnell.
These additional thrusters allow us to
hold station in forward facing currents
in excess of 5 kt.
"In the near future, we plan to take the
system do open water testing where
we can test all functions and prove the
system before commercial sale”
The system can go from simple ROV
Mode to ROV Aux mode with the
addition of a 300hp power pack tooling
skid that can be underhung from the
main body.

MultiROV

Caterpillar track skid
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ALERON / BLUE LOGIC PARTNERSHIP
Aleron Group has entered into a
partnership deal with Norway-based
connector specialist Blue Logic. Aleron
will provide the UK North Sea subsea
market with a service hub for Blue
Logic’s subsea technologies, which
provide interfaces for subsea ROV
operations to deliver fluid, power or as
a mechanical services.
The move will mean more customers
gain faster access and support for Blue
Logic’s patented interface technologies,
including its patented Valve Stab.
Combining a Hot Stab and Ball Valve
in one, the Valve Stab range simplifies
subsea operations, reduces cost and time
on task and increases safety Zero spill
connection – all
without limiting
flow when fully
opened.
Valve Stab

Exchanging this for a tracked skid
allows the vehicle to carry out
dredging, cable burial and seabed
mapping.
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DREDGERS

E XC AVAT I O N D R E D G E R S
There are many applications in which
material may require removal from
the seafloor.

entrained within it from outside, into
the ejector port (5). The flow is then
passing out of the ejector through
the exhaust.

A pipeline or cable may necessitate
de-burial in order to carry out
inspection or even a full repair.
Accumulated drill cuttings may
demand removal, or UXO clearance.
Archaeologists may desire the
removal of a sand layer over a target
or subsea remedial work may be
ordered following long-term exposer
to sea conditions and currents.
One tool that can be used for such
operations is an excavation (suction)
dredger.
METHOD OF OPERATION
The dredger can be powered by
hydraulic fluid supplied from a
surface HPU on the vessel or ROV.
This is pumped at high pressure
through an umbilical into the
hydraulic motor (1) with the
returning fluid routed back in a
closed circuit.
This fluid turns the hydraulic pump
(2).
The pump shaft is directly connected
to a multistage pump running the
entire length of the assembly. The
keynote of the design is that the
components lie in-line for more
efficient hydrodynamic flow.

Both the ejector and exhaust end can
be connected to flexible hoses. This
means that the excavation operations
can be by moving the nozzle at the
head rather than the entire dredger.
Similarly, the ejected material can
be placed far as possible away from
the site.
If there is a need to clearing
the ejector tube this can be
accomplished by closing the backflush gate valve (7) behind the
venturi. This stops water flowing
through the exhaust, forcing water
from the pump section out through
the input nozzle and clearing the
obstruction.

The dredger powered by the ROV's hydraulics
Sea water is sucked into the intake
(3) and the turning rotors accelerate
its flow down the pump. At the end
of the pump section, this water flow
is diverted both downwards and
backwards into the ejector section (4).
The water then enters the venturi
section (6). This venturi tube is

essentially a constriction where the
larger volume of incompressible water
is suddenly forced through a smaller
diameter bore. This causes the flow
rate to increase rapidly.

Alternatively, it may be that part of
the operation requires a water flow

The fast-flowing water creates an
area of lower pressure behind it. This
draws seawater, along with any solids

3. Multistage rotor driven by
hydraulic pump

3 Water intake

2. A motor is driven by the
hydraulic fluid

to 'blow' rather than 'suck'. This, too,
is enabled by shutting the backflush
valve, although importantly, as this
bypasses the venturi, it output flow is at
pump pressure and not at venturi flow
pressure.
Dredgers often come in a variety of
sizes from 3in up to 12in or more.
Typically, the larger the dredger size,
the greater the water flow rate it can
achieve, the larger the rock size that
can be transported and the quicker the
removal.
The downside with larger systems is
that more hydraulic power is required
to drive the pump and the dredger
will be correspondingly heavier. This
further increases the need to specify
the lightest and most efficient dredger
possible for all projects.
"A major consideration for any
operation is knowing the optimum
dredger size required to carry out a
specific operation, this will depend

1. High pressure hydraulic fluid
flows into the input line and
returned through the output in
a closed circuit.

on the power available, size and
type of material to be moved" said
Jason Wilson, Managing Director of
WeSubsea.
In the early stages of WeSubsea's
formation, the company worked
with the Norwegian Institute of
Technology and developed their own
computer programme, this allowed
them to fully understand the fluid
dynamics and how dimension and
design changes would impact on the
resulting performance and efficiency.
The development of this programme
allowed WeSubsea to considerably
increase efficiency and performance
especially compared to what
previously been possible taking
suction dredging to a whole new
level.
"We are able to feed information
into the software and determining
optimal flow and efficiency before
any new system are built. This also
allows for detailed calculation to be
made when a project has special
requirement. Allowing for optimal
performance based on power,
material and suction hose length. It
is not that simple just to send any
system without taking all aspects into
account”
"One variable that is particularly
important when making the correct
dredging tool selection, is the

Pump section
Ejector section

OUTPUT

INPUT
5. Water and entrained
sediment/materials are
sucked into the ejector
tube.

4. Flow is turned backwards
into the ejector tube.
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6. As flow travels it enters the
venturi tube

7. The back flush valve.

8 Exhaust
Components of a 4in dredger
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6 in dredger

power available. Our 6in Titanium dredger, for example,
converts hydraulic flow of around 60 litres/min into an
output of around 8300 litres/min water flow through the
ejector," said Jason Wilson. “This is perfect for certain
application, but it is only feasible if sufficient hydraulic
power is available and increases the importance of using
the most efficient system possible for the power you
have.
Many operations are based on the dredgers being
transported by the ROVs. These vehicles can move
around a work site easily, supplying the dredger power
from their own hydraulic circuits.
"Many large ROVs are quite capable of supply the, say,
200 bar hydraulic pressure required to operate the
dredger, "said Wilson, "but it is equally important to
supply the correct hydraulic flow, and this can be more
challenging."
Another factor for ROV-portable systems is weight.
An ROV mounted dredger. The
suction nozzle is positioned by the
manipulator arms.

Diver-operated dredger. This is lowered down in a
basket and hoses can be attached to either side.
"Our small, lightweight units are capable of working
from 15 to 60 litres/min, well within many ROV
power capabilities," said Wilson, “however, we also
have 12in ROV mountable dredger which we believe
is the largest of its type in the world. In order to
minimise the weight and increase durability, our
dredgers are fabricated from Titanium. This means
that our 12in version weighs only 103kg whereas
some competitor's dredgers can come in at up to
120kg for their 6in and 8in versions."
The 12in dredger runs at 150 litres/min at 200
bar, which is about the maximum an ROV can
conveniently supply. It is still possible to use larger
dredgers but means relocating the dredger into a
deployment frame on the seabed.
By using hydraulic power from an HPU and hose’s
from surface rather than from the ROV, this can
immediately add more power and results in a
dramatic performance jump to maybe a 10-20%
improvement.
Surface supplied hydraulic power is suitable for
diver/ROV operated seabed-located dredgers
down to 200m and ROV-based operations down
to 250-300m water depth. After that, size and
umbilical length become an issue. The flow values
remain the same, but the pressure losses increase
which means, larger umbilical hoses and HPUs are
required.
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Intro : Magellan https://youtu.be/nI1tiVn5bJc
Macartney. https://youtu.be/0Iu2fzBkcjw
iXblue https://youtu.be/7X0Bjz0z-T0
Sonardyne https://youtu.be/nn_UWc61UN4
Coda Octopus https://youtu.be/Goc1ULMz3z0
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CLEETON 1987
Cleeton, along with Ravenspurn South
were discovered in 1976 and installed
as part of the Villages Complex.. Gas
production began in April 1987. Production stopped in 1999.
The accommodation module was
constructed at SLP in Lowestoft and the
integrated deck at Press Offshore. The
jacket contract went to Lewis Offshore

RM Cleethorpes was always a good run
ashore whilst working the UK Southern
Sector , in the day..🙃
Glad to here the whole area is having a
renaissance with offshore renewables.
Old BP logo....

IH
Year 3 of my apprenticeship
in The Heerema Lewis Offshore Yard in
Stornoway
CL I’m not 100 % from memory but
thing KCA Sandpiper drilled the Cleeton
, I was crane operator onboard at the
time pre 1987 though
DC These pics make me feel like a
dinosaur. I worked at Press Offshore on
Cleeton and Ravenspurn 86/87... was
my first job with BP. Happy days.
MH That brings back some memories,
thanks for posting. I was Lead Design
Draughtsman at SLP back then in
1986 on the design and build accommodation/helideck for the BP Cleeton
Development working on structural
drawings and inter-discipline (composite) drawings, including HVAC, piping
and electrical support layouts.
Before CAD all the clash checking was
carried out with composite drawings
within the void spaces and plant rooms
etc. Cross sectional drawings North /
South and East / West throughout the
module all decks, a lot of work. Fun
times though at SLP back then, such a
great bunch of guys to work with.
VW Gas production restarted on cleeton on New Year’s Eve in 2006, not sure
how long for but we put the flow line in
for it. They called it the attic gas project,
where gas had filtered though and
re-pressurized the well heads and was
deemed recoverable so they went for it
and started producing again.
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EKOFISK JACK -UP 1987
Ekofisk started up in 1974. A decade
later, Phillips discovered it was subsiding. Satellite monitoring showed
that this was sinking at a rate of
450mm a year. The company started
gas reinjection in the hope of slowing
this down but in 1985, issued tenders
for a study to install 6m extensions
on the legs. It involved cutting the
legs, jacking up the platform and
swinging in the (yellow) joints between the jacks.

similar one I can think of is PT Pertamina ONWJ Lima Field, but was much
smaller, three platforms, done in two
stages, one meter first to be able to fit
the jacks in and then by three meters.

Work started when the DB102 raised
the south flare. In the end, 47 legs
were cut and the hotel and riser
platforms were jacked.

W_J S Dutch company: Hydrodyne
made the pistons/jacks.

GP I was working in the Phillips drilling department in Tananger during
this project(jekk-op). Aside from the
engineering involved the logistics required was truly amazing. Operations
continued more or less as normal
during this. The Phillips Engineering
and Construction department and
contractors pulled it all off without
any problems. There was something
like 2-300 people that flew out everyday that summer. That took some
coordination.
NA I think this is a photo of the
“Hotel” platform which was located
to the side of the main complex and
connected via a single bridge.
RM Jacks installed by Subsea Dolphin
diving teams. If I remember correctly
from the DSV Arctic Seal.
TL Forget single lift technology as an
unbelievable engineering feat.
This was probably the most well engineered and executed project ever
accomplished on any platforms in
the north sea .
PW Peter Wyllie I still have one of
the Jekk Op magazines they produced regularly.
BW I agree, great project and my
first real offshore job, apart from the
Hutton TLP Deck to Hull mating, but
that was in sight of land. The only
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HH Remember it very well. I was
offshore on Eldfisk as drilling supervisor with Phillips. Best 10 years of my
carreer there with Phillips on Ekofisk!
DA An incredible piece of engineering.

BS It was the period when Technip
had several firsts. I was senior structural engineer, part of the design team
based in Paris. Other times... JP Cousty,
the Technip project Director, was part
of the top 3 managers of the years
voted in the USA. The stories behind
this project were just remarkable and
the Jack up operation of a full cluster
of bridge linked platforms (minus 1)
was simply mind blowing. One of the
many fantastic memories of my 25
years with Technip (1981-2006)
GM It was an incredible project to be
part of - more details of our involvement can be read here:
https://www.imh-uk.com/casestudies/deck-elevation-project-for-oilplatform-field-subsidence/
https://youtu.be/7LMyIAvT14E

THE GREAT HYDRAULIC JACK-UP!!
A great beautiful project at that time.
Fortunately, I had the opportunity to
work on this project as a mechanic and
tester.
You can watch the company movie of
that time by clicking on the link. Enjoy
watching.
RK I wonder how much it sank while
installing the extra weight along with
the weight of the lifting equipment?
I’m sure this was a 6-month deal or it’s
still on going for the next 6 months at
minimum.
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BB Frida Photos Kristin 1997
Testing of Saga Petroleum's Kristin discovery well on the Halten Bank by the
Transocean Arctic. Lift was performed
by Hydraudyne in that time, after a
few take overs now known as Bosch
Rexroth.

BRENT DELTA
The Polyconfidence supporting work on Shell's Brent field
Brent Bravo, Charlie and Delta had 3 legs
RM Having stayed on the Treasure finder whilst working in the Brent field it was
pure luxury to accommodate on the Poly-castle's 1st winter season whilst working up at BP Magnus during the commissioning.
Clear remember "back too back" rocky movies on film reel whilst waiting on
weather on the Treasure Finder.
Had to wait days to get a slot in the gym after all the excitement of Rocky Balboa
picking up the belt.
You alwsys remember the good time and there were many....especially for a
youngster like me at the time.
Sounds like I may have been on Polycastle at Magnus around the same time.
I was on as a GOLF Laser operator to help position anchors for a drilling semisub over new year '82 into '83. I was there for 4 weeks and never did see the
rig move in as weather so bad. As for the cinema I seem to recall there was a
second smaller cinema showing the stuff not to be seen at the local Odeon! The
running commentaries from the mainly Geordie and Glaswegian audience was
hilarious.
RM I was there over Xmas and New year in 1982.
Yep you are right the 2nd video room was for adults only.
I snuck in at the back.
AD Had many good and bad memories on the Brents, living on the Polyconfidence and Polycastle were a huge improvement from the rusty old Treasure
finder...
DS remember the phone cards £2 then shell up price to £5 phone was free xmas
day
DS worked heli deck on confidence at Brent bravo can’t remember helicopter
shelter shack it was a run off when i was there , the poly castle had a helicopter
shelter hanger , ahead of its time the confidence single beds heated shower tiles
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HUTTON TLP
Topdides went to Russia. Where they
found that much of it not suitable for
Arctic vs North Sea service
I was there when she was floated out
...not without some problems as I recall
!
As Conoco Staff responsible for tension
leg moorings I was appalled to see this
design. The steel weight had soared and
$30 million added to hull cost, at a time
when shipbuilding was $1,000 per ton!
I had been a supporter of semis since
before my three years on the Hughes
Glomar Explorer-another multi-billion $
Blind alley. I went off to build two GVA
semis, 1981, and in 1984, invented the
MPSS,ring pontoon semis, now dominating the industry. It was disparaged as
over simplified and unbelievably cheap,
as my other inventions of Apache
Reelship and catenary steel risers had
been in 1974! Innovation is hard and
unrewarding!
The big lesson in this for cheaters lies
and copyists is this. You can steal inventions/innovations but the end result is
a composite almalgum of the existing
mediocrity. Unless you have the original
inventor in the loop with their genius
and insights applied at the input stage
this will be totally forgotten by the maturity stage. The proof here is obvious
and trackable-a cost expansion of 30×$/
ton. And a cost that is unrecoverable.
They deserve what the get Graig, you
might not be laughing on the way to
the bank, but you can be laughing when
these guys get kicked out of it
Wasnt there welding issues with the
HUTTON TLP Hulls....as I recall

with impunity!

Ha ha! Done that! Didn’t go! I had
enough of welding and gouging the
stab-in guides at Ardersier!

The pontoon to column required a
casting. All nodes made in Japan were
found to cracked upon receipt at
Nigg;repairs, done secretly, were $200
million. I concluded there was a simpler way using mild steel as shipyard
skills and materials, BP disagreed. But
that was 1987 and now BP have used
the MPSS for Atlantis, BP Na Kika, Mad
Dog 2. Shell Petrobras and China use it
too, it is the standard semi.

People steal from small companies

Legs have been sat in Cromarty Firth
for 6 plus years now

I remember the weld qualification
test for the "mate-up" was by Blandford Offshore. We had to do the
usual 6" pipe in the 6G - PLUS a series
of plate tests - all underneath a bench
including grinding and arc-airing too!
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I was there 11 years ago and they
were there then
Compare this! I proposed this during
the Hutton TLP because I had been
told mid bodies of tankers were 600
pounds per tone and the TLP was at
thirty thousand pounds and rising! It
had also gained 8000 tonnes and lost
payload, affecting the tension legs, my
responsibility
1986 could have put UK in the pound
seats

going to be be cast when I left this
tragedy and went to represent the
Canadian client on the Dome Sovereign Explorer, laughingly described as
shipyard friendly! Actually an extremely complicated design lacking any
recognizable ship design principles!
Bankrupted the yard, shutdown by
Thatcher, her Dad owned a sweet shop
and husband was a BP main board
director, money
, money ,money! But no knowledge
of heavy industry! Her damage lives
on! An example of Shakespeare “ The
evil that men do lives on, the good is
oft interr’d with their bones”. RIP UK
shipyards, except for those that are
socialized like Barrow and BAe!
I was recruited by Conoco and brought
to London from California for this as
Staff Engineer on Tension Legs front
end and interfaces. Ed Horton had
resigned and left a gap, I believe Ed
wanted to use cables as he had done
off Los Angeles for his triangular semi
but was overruled and pipes decided
upon for tendons. I resigned after
two years because I believed and still
believe this is an expensive and over
complicated approach, the MPSS is
my solution, now forty years on an
overnight success along with SCRs, also
my invention.
I was up at Nigg 6 months just after the
orange juice strike (1983) gouging and
digging out Japanese welding! From
Osaka I think it was?

Yes it’s the TLP at HiFab at Nigg
Professor Faulkner had the last word on
this excessively complex hull that cost
ten times or more and was grossly over
weight!
Correct in Nigg dock 1984 !
This is still Anchored in the moray firth
Weren't the nodes cast
The pontoon to column corners were
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They brought the Japanese welders
(and I use the term loosely) over at the
latter end of the rework because of the
amount of crap that came over from
Japan!
The Japanese welders used to weld,
back gouge, hot check, and do the UT
checks themselves?
They all had a zero repair rate! Lol
Japanese foreman used to knock them
around with a rubber hose if they
stayed out the cans for too long! Lol
not sure what level I was on but it
incorporated the DCR rings and the
crane rails
Crane rails were at the top of the
columns
Worked on it up to the damage control
rings at Leith dock Motherwell Bridge
was the contractor, our scope did not
have to many issues. But we got transferred North and what a cluster +-&_
that was. Welders being approved on
there mates test, MPI/ UT Inspectors
who had very little experience. But
the biggest issue was welds not being
"back gouged" and left full of slag, nonfusion and miles of cracks. Bring on the
Japanese welders to rectify.. Ah the
good old days, canny wack thum..
The acoustics in there were great.

CURLEW 1997
Shell's Curlew FPSO sailing down the
Tyne. Although Curlew was in a water
depth of just 92m, normally the territory of a fixed platform, the development plan was based on leasing the
production facilities and contracting out
the operation. This brought the development from field discovery to start-up
in around 3.5 years.
Looks like the Solitare in the back ground at Swan Hunters
as well
Deffo the Solitaire, you can see the stiletto heel.
Was in the river from early/mid 96 to early 98
I was the installation manager and have many fond memories of the project. Really good team. MAS alliance, was
JV between Maersk,AMEC and SBM. We took an existing
Maersk tanker and converted and installed her in around
18 months. Phew!! But f
I done a couple of trips on her back in 2004 when she was
the Maersk Curlew.
A good crew, and the accommodation was top notch.
I remember that the medic on there used to do sports
massages for the lads after work
Nice one John, if that is the Curlew FPSO on her final sail
out to the field then I can say that I was on it. Technip surface supplied diving teams supporting the final pull ins by
diving through the turret. Not diving, Project Engineering
Vessel currently alongside in Dundee , having all the
chemical sludge removed from her tanks before she is
towed too Turkey for scrabage.
Circular evening and all.
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SEAWAY FALCON 1996
Stolt Comex Seaway's Seaway Falcon installed its first rigid
pipeline on Statoil's Yme.
At the time, SCS saw that most of the contracts were being
offered on an EPIC basis and consequently, most of the
diving/ROV work went to companies with a pipelay capability. SCS, therefore, purchased the Petrel in 1994 and
converted it to the Seaway Falcon. It had converted the
Seaway Condor a year earlier.
I was one of the many revolving Field Engineers on the
Falcon for about 18 months, an amazingly successful vessel which really had a niche in the market and did it's job
brilliantly. Learnt so much from the crew on board in my
time there. Still remember Simon Gilbert called me "Paul"
for the first two weeks I was on board
Hi Craig, back in the day as a development engineer with
Coflexip I had to do some work on enhancing the lay
capacity of the system. Needless to say i learned a lot
when i realised the pipereel system on Apache was mostly
designed by hand
Happy to have been the Project Technical Manager for the
last Acergy Falcon project, Dana Medway in 2011. We had
an umbilical piggyback and the umbilical was delivered 6
weeks late from JDR so technically we ended up chartering
the Falcon back from its new owners. She did a good job
as always, with the same crew onboard. Old boat but great
pipe layer. Could lay pipe in weather no other vessels could
dream of doing. The vessel laid 6km of pipe within a single
day in Gulf of Mexico 20 years ago.
What a workhorse Seaway Falcon was. A top vessel with a
cracking crew.
Remember when the helideck was on the stern.
Hell of walk too the accomodation with all your offshore
gear , after a bumpy chopper ride.
Them were the day. ....
Was on that vessel from day 1 when it was Seaways
Helcian days on that lump of junk. First joined it in Norway
just as it arrived from Cebu
Had 9 great years on it...loads of laughs and plenty "sundowners"
Modern day management would shit bricks if they knew
but we all turned to for shift and laid umbilicals and
ridgid....no big issues
Worked hard and played hard... comradeship...missing in
today's environment.
All the fun has gone
Great images. Worked on that site last year on the seven
falcon
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GRAYTHORP 1
Great images. Worked on that site
last year on the seven falcon
Not forgetting the continuity of calibre of marine and project crew that
OM's Simon and Gunter maintained
in her earlier days.
We all just wanted to come back.
Pipelay wether rigid fixed or flex,
trenching work ROV , survey .
Might of missed a few.
Rocking it 20 + years ago.
Fond memories.
Great times on the Falcon. So versatile, cannot begin to remember the
number of times we modified her for
specific projects.
Who would have thought she was
originally designed as a dynamical
positions drill ship.
Great Workhorse of a vessel, with a
great team onboard - really loved it
when the 'Council Flats' were added
on the port side !! (edited)
David R Williams (Duck) Neil Redmonds Chris Redmonds Neil Petrie
Alex Kingsbury Colin Macdonald Malcolm Moar what a vessel that was
David R Williams (Duck) my first vessel and i learned the right way from
the right people
Les Anderson We all worked well
together mate and had a good time
doing it
Spent quite a few years on the Falcon
learning the ropes with a great crew!
Statoil Yme Beta on the Falcon was
my first job offshore and the Falcons
first rigid pipelay job using the infamous J lay ramp. It was a piggy back
line if I remember correctly. I did
eleven weeks straight, if you include
spooling of the small bore in Norway.
What a bunch of nutters on there!
Happy days...

Rama Nair and Martin Wilkinson
pushing to get the most stalks per
shift...blowing the ships horn when
they reached 100...
H

A worker attaching a hawser to lift the
first deck module onto Graythorp 1.
Rather him than me.
JF Nice harness

Mark Barron Mark T Spark! Rama
would buy crates of Red Bull from
the bond and dish it out to his shift
to give them wiiings 😂

RK Always interesting when telling
'people' (i.e.non-offshore) that there
were steel cables bigger than a man's
leg; here's the proof!

Aye Tom, great vessel, shame like so
many its now being recycled into tins.
One day the industry will save one of
these 'classic' vessels before they're
all gone ... my vote goes for the Seaway Eagle (now Subsea Eagle)...

AC The good old Thor. We watched the
lift from the Hercules. Sweating a bit as
we cut the jacket leg top level. Phew
no problems. On one module the cable
laid sling eyes stripped out completely.
Slings crashed through the module
roof and the barge went back inshore
for re-rigging. That incident, I believe
generate the punlication of PM20

Eagle - another workhorse ! Great
People onboard made that ship the
workhorse it was !

TS Lot of safety there

Great picture, I workrd on the Yme
project with Maersk and later on
Falcon for Stolt
My old chief stoker used to talk
about 40 words a week home off
this crate. How things have changed.
Now the lads need facetime just to
turn to in the morning!!
I was there, it was a long process this
first rigid pipe with the Falcon. Hard
work on this ex-drillship Petrel. First
job after conversion was Troll B by
the way. Good memories of being
part of the marine crew. Last year we
were back at Yme with the Strashnov
Worked on board the Falcon during
the summer of 2002 with Bredero
Shaw on the tools, hard graft but
good crack
Great vessel. Capable to lay twice as
fast as vessels with twice her PoB !

Was on there for that job. Remember having to work on the DC400
machines in the firing line, was like
Dante's Inferno....
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MICROV 1986

While many ROVs were somewhat
box-shaped, GEC/OSEL departed
from this design with the submarineshaped streamlines Microv. This
could go fast, even in severe weather.

into a streamlined shape. A fibreglass
mockup was made by Balmoral and
later did the show circuit rebranded
‘Pioneer HiSpeed’ and was to be aimed
at the survey market.

The hull was made of plastics/composite, with the vehicle housing a
low-light camera and sonar.
Subsea Offshore submitted a design
for this requirement which was a
repackage of the Pioneer WROV

In many ways it presaged the Stealth
ROV and the later Kystdesign Surveyor.

Microv ended up at STS along with
Dragonfly. Worked with Microv in
Bergin getting ready for the fender
recovery job for the Micopre 7000
about 1991

The downturn in the industry meant
it never progressed off paper and the
mock up lay on the workshop office

Was this was the one used in mine
hunting, where it carried an explosive charge and parked next to the
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roof for many years before being
disposed of.

detected ordnance, whereupon they
blew it up! I visited a RN mine hunter at
OI once and they had something very
similar

blown up, their job was to search,find
and classify mine like targets. This
method was prior to the one shot
vehicles.

Worked at OSEL at that time on Microv
and other systems, original design
concept was to quickly move in and out
to a location to attach charges to mines
if my memory serves me right.

Didn’t Bill Rodgers at STS buy this?
Bill built his own Explorers
A great piece of British design and engineering.This was GEC/Osel’s offering at
the time for the UK Navy’s requirement
for a fleet of mine countermeasures
ROV’s.The project was named RCMDS

Hi Richard no the vehicles did not get
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2 (remotely-controlled mine disposal
system) and the order was ultimately
awarded to Society ECA/CSIP Weymouth. who supplied the PAP104 Mk2.
Udi was awarded the order for multiple
AS360MS1 500Khz scanning sonar
systems.
The MCM vehicles were part of the
Sandown class single-role minehunters (SRMHs)

BLUE
WHALE 1976

Well, a reader pointed out that when it was
alongside the Frigg OP jacket in February
1976, the vessel lost the boom of its 2000t
crane. It was explained that unexpected
weather conditions and the vessel rolled 1020 deg when the boom was upright ( but not
operating). Wind speeds at the time were
force 9-10.
The boom broke at its weakest point. Nobody was hurt.
The boom broke and pulled most winches and the front crane
house with it into the sea.... it was a real shocking situation for me
and whole of NOC
Midship cranes. Never figured out Netherlands Offshore
I remember the time on the Blue Whale in New Zealand , on the
Maui A project
Just American not yet joined with Clyde
Believe it was operated by a PEMEX subsidiary in Mexican (Gulf of
Mexico) in late 1990s, as the TOLTECA. http://maritime-connector.
com/ship/tolteca-5320522/pdf/
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ALEUTIAN KEY 1976
T

Belated Friday Photos. Aleutian Key
1976
This was Mitsui's first semisubmersible
design but since then, it went on to
build Aker and Pacesetter semi designs
such as the Henry Goodrich and the
DB102. The company also built the
Balder and Hermod for Heerema and
the Sedco 710
I was the cementer on the Aleutian Key
when it was in Vietnam. Good rig.
Only rig I have been on where the cement unit was beside the rig floor.
Think that was in Angola around 2006
Worked as one of Tenneco’s Oil E&P
Drilling Supervisors on the Central GOM
Team in drilling a well in GC 183 in a
little less than 1200 ft WD which was
deepwater in the US GOM at that time
in 1981. Also remember that a Jim Suit
supported the BOP inspection since
traditional ROVs of today were not
available. As you got off the heliport
you would see the sign “ Keydrill green,
keep it clean.” Only rig I’ve worked so
far in my career that was painted lime
green!
Key West was grey living quarters all Key
Drill Lime Green
2001-2003 off equatorial Guinea. Loved
the fishing!
I was on the Key West off the mouth of
the Amazon for occidental, and worked
4 years on the 710 for the initial Terra
Nova field determination size it’s now
been producing close to 30 years
If you were actually on the rig! Spent
most of the time in Malabo!
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DON TEMPLATE 1988
Britoil's £62 million Don field was developed in 2 phases (which
would allow the reservoir performance to be evaluated) - as a
subsea satellite from Thistle, 15km to the south.
The pipe and manifold design and installation were awarded to
Santa Fe. The design was subcontracted to John Brown while the
manifold was constructed by Peterhead Engineering. The control
system came from GEC while the trees and workover were supplied by National. The umbilicals were installed by 2W.
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NEDDRILL 6
Previously known as Afortunada, the rig was acquired by Neddrill to make it the company's first semisubmersible. The company
soon booked it into Verolme Botlek yard in 1986 for the conversion work that would enable it to drill north of 62 deg and in 450m
waters.
This included fitting sponsons and blisters to improve buoyancy and increase deck load. By the time the work was finished, however, the industry went into a downturn.
I was on the Sedco I off Tarragona in
Spain in 1982 with Ocean Systems,
pretty sure this Rig was also in the
vicinity as a temorary production unit,
think it had an Oceaneering bounce
system onboard.
Did some DST / Well testing on the
Neddrill 6 late 80s for Conoco in the
Lyle field in the good old days

Did this then become the NTVL?
Now the MSS1
Brilliant Crack on this rig as correct the
conditions were so bad, could see the
ocean from the shared shower drains 😂 
tv room was the seats and laid out exactly the same from an old passenger
plane and had a sign on the wall Ned-

drill Airways, when I was on their there
was a phantom shitter who has recently
laid one on the Company mans bed
Oh man an oldie but a goodie. I remember there were no toilet doors on the
cubicles so for privacy you had to read a
broad sheet while you sat.... I favoured
the Press & Journal

Those were the days Kenny eh! six man
rooms one shower, soap on a rope and
22 hour shifts.
OMG!! 6 man cabins in darkness day
& night & crap 💩  in  the  drinking  water 
system..... Oh I remember them days.....
days & nights 1 crew 3 or 4 days no
sleep or when you can them were the
days.... To all my Atlas Wireline buddy’s....... Hard times good times hahaha
I have to agree with you John, one of
the best, and I’ve possibly been on 50+
rigs since, the Ned 6 is still among the
best. I’ll not listen to sob stories about
long trips or long shifts either, I’ve still
not beaten my personal record for the
longest shift and that was on that rig,
only possibly because of the support of
yourself and the test of the team there,
disasters averted and crews proud
John Reid Few of the old rigs really
came up to modern acceptable standards. Having spent 8 years in Norway,
you see how with legislation and better
contracts, what rigs should be like,
and I’m not referring to the platforms
which are a different level again. Few
countries set minimum standards for
the the rigs and We put up whatever we
had to and whatever work schedules
we had to , as no one was interested
and thought the rig workers were paid
too much anyway. As the older rigs
have been removed from service since
the downturn, new rigs and improved
conditions have come in. But this is
how it should have been. You say you
stayed with this rig for 27 years. I rig
hopped for 25 years years and saw this
across the oil field, and saw that these
conditions were wide spread. Rigs were
judged on their working and functioning
ability but living standards seem to have
been neglected... maybe you saw it
different. Crews and the craic made the
difference but thats my experiences as
a service hand for 33 years...it was what
it was.. (edited)
Still one of the best rigs I’ve worked on
over my 30+ years. Many years after
I’d left her as Subsea Engineer I had to
send some of my team to support a
project, and they returned with exactly
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the same sentiment, 20 years on and
still the best rig they’d worked on.

often with hard bullshit... I should
know... I was the plumber...

Set a lot of North Sea records. I supervised on the Nedrill 6 and then we had
her as the Ntvl while at Kerr McGee.
James 1, Western Terrace, Pladda wells,
Dumbarton development wells that
will likely never be touched by today’s
5th 6th gen over the top mechanical
monsters. Great rig that always had a
CANDO attitude that is hard to find.

I think this rig had the worst conditions and some of the best craic of
any rig I ever worked on.

Was that the horizontal well with the
backward whirl. We trashed a bunch
of drill pipe? One of the avenues was
to investigates and better understand
geosteering limit? Not sure if lessons
were learned? I was working on Affleck
at that time that was Kerr McGees first
horizontal production wells through
carbonates.
geosteering definitely had an impact as
the well trajectory on at least one well
was sinusoidal. While backward whirl
(and stick-slip) were common occurrences, the well we trashed the string
was caused by forward whirl of drill
pipe in the (sinusoidal) horizontal, as
per the picture below (which may well
be from that well) - but had the best
hole cleaning of any of the horizontals. The really interesting thing about
the pipe wear was that it appeared to
alternate sides, likely due to the well
path. Back to the DDM650HY, in these
cases I tended to find the response at
the higher end of the operating range,
which we were in, could be problematic
in that it tended to amplify any rotary
vibration as the rotary speed drop off
was very rapid and return was slow as
torsional waves returned to surface.
Though when we were operating with
lower torque requirements the system
worked well.
My Very first rig I visited, things only got
better after that 🤣🤣.
Good laugh !!!!! The recreation room
had old aeroplane seats with built in
Ashtrays .
The pipes got blocked alot I'm sure it
was with Condoms. 😱😱
Never blocked with condoms... but
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You never were on a Southern North
Sea Jack up or rigs like the Actinia etc
:) spoilt you were :)
Idid a few trips in the southern north
sea, liverpool bay and yarmouth and
none of the rigs I was on down there
had conditions that came close to
living in Soweto on the NTVL
NTVL and the fun and not so fun
times we had on her. Stacked in
Invergorden twice when I was with
her, brilliant times!! I saw someone
mention unstable, considering where
she worked in the North Sea I’d say
she was above average when being
battered by 100 mile an hour winds
and 10ft swells, handled it well,
my stomach didn’t but what the
hell. Great crews, great RM, great
assistant RM’s, great Sub Sea Guys,
Mechanics, Sparkies and the list goes
on. We were the record breakers of
the day back 20 years ago (edited)
Remember her well , in the North
Sea,early 90,s who remembers when
the port crane boom buckled during
a rig move and anchor operations,
then full steam into the beach,
Cromety Firth !! for repairs, next trip
we had a mobile crane on the aft
deck for loading the Michelin Man
sub sea diving suit ,lol halciean days
never to return!!!!!
The memories come flooding back.
Crazy BP DSV, being lifted inside
the MWD container and phoning
the crane to put me down, agitator
roughneck initiation, dropped DC
stand through set back floor..
I also worked on the project to
convert the Chris Chenery, sistership
to the Neddrill 6, to the 10000 feet
capable anchored rig, Marine 500.

NEPTUNE SPAR
BHP Billiton's Neptune TLP is not to be confused, of course, with Oryx Energy's Neptune Spar. This was the
world's first to be used as a production platform.
In 1996, the hull was installed in an operation in which the 11 000t steel hull was rotated horizontally to vertically, in an operation that took about a minute. The work was assisted by McDermott's DB50.
The hull was built in two parts in Finland, sailed separately and mated at the Ignalls shipyard.

Sonsub installed and operated a Viper
20hp ROV system on board for all
phases of this project. As the Viper
utilized a Perry RECON TMS, which had
a pneumatic latching system, it meant
that we were operating a 1st stage
scuba regulator in 1930 fsw. I think
the surprising thing was how often it
worked, but it certainly created problems and considerable angst
The good old bad old days!
Recons & Vipers - great vehicles both.
Don't suppose you have any archived
specs for the main lift and tether cables
laying around ? We had ajn enquiry just
late week for the cables. All Very Best.
John Andrews - Perth & Singapore
Should have saved these for ‘Friday
Photos’, huh? BTW, all these pics have
now answered the question I often had;
“Where’s Dave?
I was at hand onboard the DB-50
managing the flooding operations
we had engineered when this picture
was taken. See my LinkedIn article on
Neptune, now owned by Fieldwood.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/birthnew-concept-spars-alp-kocaman-pe
(edited)
Hi Alp.. Those were good old days of
spars. I was honored to be with Ed, Don
Vardeman, Vic Baugus on the DB50.
Ed's comment caught on video: "Archimedes was right!" Still resonates. Hope
you're well!
Halkyard... pleasant surprise to hear
from you. Yes, good old indeed. We
were very lucky that we were given
freedom to create and invent. I am
well and alive and still spar’ring thank
goodness
Maybe John Halyard has a copy. I recall
seeing tears in Roger Glanville’s eyes
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when he watched it. Such projects
meant a lot to those who dedicated
years of their lives in their realization.
In some ways, you were never the
same afterwards
See the upending video: https://www.
linkedin.com/pulse/neptune-sparupending-alp-kocaman-pe/
They actually had a swivel in the
towline because all the coonass boat
skippers though that the strakes were
going to make it spin. This is the first
one out of the gate and everybody
learned a lot on this one. I was there!
Perfect tether catchers!! What an
inspection nightmare!!
Question: Didn't the first Neptune
Spar break loose from its mooring
during a hurricane and was ultimately
turned into an artificial reef?
It was a while back, Typhoon, Neptune
the name doesn't matter unless you
own the one that sank......There was a
lot of damage during that storm. There
was an anchor chain dragged across
a well head torn some insulation off
and stretched our Steel Flying Lead
a couple extra feet but it stayed connected....
Sorry, but disagree. The name matters absolutely. Completely different
concepts and completely different
mechanisms to manage against Mother Nature. We have to remember the
past very accurately so that we do not
repeat the same mistakes. We all need
to be careful to keep the name of the
successful projects such as Neptune
spar in the clear.
That’s Burt in the TMS, trying to get
it to latch! I think this was V5. I don’t
believe it was retro fitted with the “Les
Wittford” oil compensated solenoid
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I was Co-Author with Alp Kocaman and Jimmy Toups on the
OTC paper and was the Project
Engineer on the Oryx Spar
Installation on the DB50. The
Spar did actually rotate slightly
as it upended before being vertical. Not as much as expected.
There was a video taken during
upend that somebody might
share.
Alp, we didn't know each other
then. I was working for ABS
and was sitting under those
lifeboats. Sat with Ed Horton a
while, first time I met him. Definitely a game changer project
Cool to know it’s a small world.
I worked on the Neptune when
it was owned by Kerr McGee.
Cool place to work and great
food.
Amazing picture. Crazy to think
the Chevron Spar looks almost
double the circumference of
this...mind blowing
DB50, built in 86, Sunderland
Shipbuilders and still going
strong.

HOOVER DIANA
2001

In 1999, the S7000 commenced a significant upgrade, adding a J-lay tower, allowing it to lay pipe
in 3000m of water, and enhancing its DP Class III
system. It then went to work on Exxon's Hoover
Diana. Its contract included installing 12 suction
piles, connecting the deep draft caisson, lifting
the 18 000t topsides on and then installing the
flowlines and catenary risers.
Good times. My first ROV job was installing the suction piles with Innovator 1.
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NEPTUNE TLP
The hull of BHP Billiton's Neptune
TLP was fabricated at Signal International's yard in Orange,Texas. It sailed
away in 2007 to Green Canyon 613
block field, where it was later mated
in the field with the topsides that
were built by Gulf Island Fabricators.
It was installed in 1280m of water.
The hull and topsides were designed
by SBM Atlantia

1280 meters, might explain why it's a
Tension Leg Platform.
I was fortunate enough to have a trip
on Conocos TLP in the NS in the 80's or
early 90's , can't remember exactly.

One thing I noticed compared to the
fixed concrete or jacket type platforms
their were no tropical fish tanks..

on a smaller scale is currently being
utilised for floating wind farms...could
be wrong like...

I believe a similar principal , however

I was up there last summer and I didn't
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realize it was hull of the Hutton TLP.
They should consider making a jetty
out it like the Norwegians did with the
decommissioned Shell Brent Spar.
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BOULTON 1997

Stanislav Yudin installing the Conoco-operated Boulton platform topsides. Fabricated
by Odebrecht-SLP in Lowestoft, the deck weighed 227t.
And jacket also built at Lowestoft
SeaHarvester 4 legged jacket if my
memory is correct, we also did a
SeaHarvester 3 legged jacket which we
used on the Horne and Wren.
Worked on the Yudin many years ago I

think Jan Pols was deck foreman and
Big Frank ( the Dutchman ) was the
crane driver for heavy lifts, Spanish
welders Russian crew from Kaliningrad.
Nice vessel to work on I was on with
Stolt Rov’s, Paul Burgoyne was test engineer for welding topsides to jackets
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KRISTIN 1997

Testing of Saga Petroleum's Kristin discovery well on the Halten
Bank by the Transocean Arctic.
TB I open that well with Schlumberger testing 970bar pressure.
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LEMAN B 1990
The Leman B compression complex showing Leman BK compression platform (extreme right) now long since removed and
decommissioned. The other two platforms are the Leman BT
terminal platform and the BH accommodation platform
Only the BT left there now
And many a trip staying in bh plus was on decommissioning of bk in 90’s
I slept in the accommodation on bt although as a rule it wasn’t used in early 90’s
The famous sloping bridge
And thats been cut down
SNS operations 55 years if I am not mistaken and still going strong!
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SCORPIO 41

I photo supplied by Steve Bremner this week A Scorpio 41 deep system with GE Arm and ISR grabber.
They recovered this after an accident offshore

BP My favourite vehicles, I worked with many of them during my 30 years in the
ROV business.
MF In 1993 I worked with his twin brother, Scorpio 42 here in Brazil when he was
mobilized on board the Yatzy platform (SS 37) under contract with Petrobras.
AC Was one of the best vehicles in the industry. SSI had a lot of them.
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OSEBERG B 1987
Installing conductor pipes was normally carried out using drilling facilities. On Oseberg B, however, Norsk Hydro installed 31 conductors and 9
tie-backs on Oseberg B before the topsides were placed. Using the Hermod, the 60m lengths of 30in conductors were drill-driven from a temporary structure on the module support frame.
Solutions continue to evolve in the decom space as shown by the projects executed over the last 4 years,
which Atkins has supported
Shell’s BC-10 Phase 1 & 2 in Brazil had their 36” Well Conductors and 48” ALM Caissons installed utilising
an anchor handling vessel and subsea hammer. Same method was used for Petrobras’ Papterra TLP for
installing their Well Conductors. This remains the most economical way of preinstalling a field with well
conductors before the arrival of a rig to start the top hole section. I’m happy to talk through this approach
with anyone interested. They were very interesting projects to be leading.
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MORECAMBE BAY
How many photos have we had on here
showing the Morecambe Bay slant drilling
project?
Here is another of them.
MM Looking at the position and angle of that
derrick I would say they are on D3 well.
A L-S Worked on both the Bay driller and
Flame with Bawden drilling. Great days and
times.
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SLEIPNER

The Sleipner wet gas
and condensate field
had a 9% carbon
Dioxide content. The

1987

incorporation of Amines
into the flow causes the
CO2 to separate out so a
NOK 2.2 billion module
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was built by Kvaerner
Egersund.
The package was installed

on Sleipner West (left,
bridge- linked to Sleipner
East, Right).

A million tonnes a
year was stripped
out, compressed and
reinjected.
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FRIGG MCP01 1976
Transferring large loads in North Sea conditions has always been
a well-known problem. This was often done by a derrick barge,
but this presented a potential problem with mooring chains
becoming entangled, large vertical movement, etc
This prompted Frigg operators Total CFP to erect a large gin pole
on its MCP01 (Manifold and Compression Platform No. 1) to
carry out the lifting. When this was done nearby on the CDP1
platform in early 1976, 3000t were lifted compared with nearer
200t for a derrick barge.
Or is it CDP1 - Frigg field, like diving in a washing machine, Stolt
Nielsen and the Seaway Condor
My first air diving job in the North Sea. 1977 CDPI
Lived on the West Venture and choppered in every day
Yep remember the DSV Condor and the washing machine Jarlan
Wall
Yes Elfyn so do I went in one hole once and came out of another. Difficult to explain to lairy supervisor
I was on the MCP01 centre-core bye-pass project back in 1991
to 1992.
It was a great place to work - Wood Group and Total had some
great lads on there
I vaguely recall that CDP1 loaded modules with a temporary
‘Busichelli Gantry’ and had a drill rig, so I think the pic must be
MCP1.
Diving from the platform spread on the spider deck, early Eighties. Client offered double day rate to dive in rough weather to
finish the job. Naturally we accepted. I got sucked out through
one hole, and blown back in through a different one! Gave me
an interesting few minutes.....
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SMART SUBSEA SOLUTIONS
Delivering data in most adverse conditions: underwater
acoustic modems with advanced communication
technology and networking
Accurate USBL and LBL positioning of underwater assets
Modem emulator and other cost-saving developer tools
Autonomous surface vehicle for bathymetry, monitoring
and AUV support

sales@evologics.de

EvoLogics.de
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